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INTRODUCTION 
If F is a field with a Henselian valuation v and D is a finite-dimensional 
division algebra over F, it is known that u can be extended uniquely to a 
valuation on D. Thus, D has a valuation ring V, which is invariant under 
all inner automorphisms of D, a residue division algebra b finite dimen- 
sional over the residue field F of F, and a value group T,-in short, all the 
attached structure as one has in the case of a valuation on a field. This 
structure provides an opening wedge for studying arithmetic properties of 
D, which are notoriously difficult to analyze in general. 
We study here the valuation theory of finite-dimensional division 
algebras over an arbitrary Henselian valued field (F, v). There is no restric- 
tion on the value group rF, nor any assumption of completeness. However, 
we do restrict almost exclusively to tame division algebras, i.e., those 
without the type of pathology arising in some field extensions of degree a 
multiple of char(F). (See (6.1) below for a precise definition of tameness.) 
Most past work on valued division algebras (dating back to Hasse [H]) 
has concentrated on the case where the valuation on the center F of the 
algebra is discrete (i.e., r,~ h) and complete. But there are interesting new 
phenomena which arise only with larger value groups, such as (tame) 
division algebras totally ramified over F, or division algebras with center 
Z(D) = F and Z(d) Galois but not cyclic over i? (For either of these to 
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occur the rational rank of r, must be at least two.) The greater flexibility 
in the structure of D with larger value groups has been exploited in some 
important constructions, such as Platonov’s examples [Pl] of division 
algebras with nontrivial SK, and the examples Amitsur used in [Am] to 
prove the existence of noncrossed products. Platonov’s and Amitsur’s 
examples were division algebras over fields of iterated Laurent power 
series; the canonical valuation on such a field is always Henselian. 
However, it was the presence of valuations on the division algebras, rather 
than special properties of power series, that made these constructions work 
out. Moreover, the constructions become easier to understand when the 
valuation theory is made more explicit. 
These constructions point up the need for a fuller understanding of 
division algebras over arbitrary Henselian valued fields. The general theory 
developed here should begin to fill that need. It also provides a unified 
perspective on several important constructions, including among others 
those in [ART], [Roz]. [Sa?], and [Ti3]. Besides shedding new light on 
past constructions, the tools developed here should be useful for building 
further interesting examples. Indeed, division algebras over Henselian fields 
display rich and varied arithmetic structure (which does not reduce 
completely to the structure of the residue algebra), and this structure is 
often accessible by straightforward calculations. 
Here is an overview of the principal results we will prove. 
For any valued division algebra D, let F= Z(D) and assume 
[D : F] < co. Of course u restricts to a valuation on F, so we have an inclu- 
sion of value groups I’, E I’, and a canonical injection of residue fields 
F 4 4. Two significant invariants associated to v on D are the relative 
value group r,/r,, a finite abelian group, and the center Z(D) of D, 
which is a finite degree field extension of i? These invariants are related by 
a basic homomorphism 
9,: r,/r, -+ qz(DyF) 
induced by conjugation by elements of D (where B(-) is the Galois group). 
We show in Section 1 that 9, is surjective, Z(D) is the compositum of an 
abelian Galois and a purely inseparable extension of F’, and that there is a 
natural interpretation to the kernel of 9,. 
For the rest of this overview, assume (F, u) is a field with Henselian 
valuation and that D, Z, N, S, T are finite dimensional F-central division 
algebras (each with a unique valuation extending u). 
We say D is inertial over F if [d : F] = [D : F] and Z(d) is separable 
over i? We prove in Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.8 that the classes of 
inertial division algebras form a subgroup of the Brauer group h(F) which 
is isomorphic to Br(F). The transition between B(F) and B(F) is carried 
out via the theory of Azumaya algebras-we show that D is inertial over 
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F iff its valuation ring V, is an Azumaya algebra over V,. We prove 
further (Theorem 2.9) that every division algebra E finite dimensional over 
F with Z(E) separable over F has an inertial subalgebra, i.e., a subalgebra 
E, with q = i? and [g : F] = [E, : F]. This result is known for the case 
of a complete discrete valuation on F, but a new proof is required for 
general Henselian valuations. 
In Section 3 we describe the valuation on the underlying division algebra 
D, of DOF K if K is any inertial ( = unramilied) field extension of F. 
Remarkably, there are explicit formulas for &, ZDK, and 8,,. 
We call a division algebra N nicely semiramilied (NSR) if it has a 
maximal subfield inertial over F and another maximal subfield totally 
ramified over F (with the totally ramified field a suitable compositum of 
radical extensions of F). We show in Section 4 that such a division 
algebra is isomorphic to a tensor product of NSR cyclic algebras. NSR 
division algebras are easy to construct and to work with, yet far from 
trivial-Platonov’s examples in [Pl] of division algebras with nonzero SK, 
are NSR. 
In Section 5 we consider inertially split division algebras, i.e., those D 
with a maximal subfield inertial over F. We show in Theorem 5.6 that if D 
is inertially split, there is a natural homological interpretation of Z(D), 
Z,/Z,, and the map 9, defined above. Consequently, these valuation 
theoretic invariants display good functorial behavior with respect to 
field extensions. The proof of Theorem 5.6 depends upon properties of 
generalized crossed product algebras. We show further that every inertially 
split division algebra D is equivalent in the Brauer group to ZOF N, where 
Z is inertial over F and N is nicely semiramified, and we show how the 
valuative invariants of D are related to those of Z and N. We show at the 
end of Section 5 how the constructions of Amitsur, Rowen, Saltman, and 
Tignol in [ART], [ROE], [Ti;?], [Tij], [AS], and [Sa,] can all be viewed 
as cases of this ZQF N construction. 
The previous analysis of special classes of division algebras leads up to 
the consideration in Section 6 of arbitrary tame division algebras D over F. 
We show that D decomposes (noncanonically) in the Brauer group to 
SOF T, where S is inertially split and T is totally ramified over F. For any 
such decomposition of D we prove in Theorem 6.3 that To = Zs + ZT and 
show how Z(a) and 8, are determined by Z(s), 9,, and Z,n Zr. This is 
a key theorem, since it allows us to combine the information on inertially 
split division algebras obtained in Section 5 with the theory of totally 
ramified division algebras developed in [TW] to obtain results about tame 
division algebras. One of the interesting consequences i the following: If 
D, and D, are tame and D is the underlying division algebra of D, OF D,, 
then ZD c Z,, + ZD2. This result is less trivial than it may appear; indeed, 
Example 7.5 shows this inclusion sometimes fails with non-tame division 
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algebras. Theorem 6.3 also allows us to determine the value group of every 
tensor power of a tame division algebra. 
Finally, Section 7 is devoted to a few examples, including one of a tame 
division algebra D for which d does not lie in the image of the map 
Br(F) -+ Br(Z(D)). 
We thank J.-P. Tignol for much valuable correspondence, and 
particularly for showing us his work on generalized crossed products 
and indicating its applicability to valued division algebras. We also thank 
D. Saltman for some helpful conversations concerning Example 7.1, and for 
improving the proof of Proposition 2.5. 
1. PRELIMINARIES. AND A FUNDAMENTAL HOMOMORPHISM 
In this section we establish terminology, prove miscellaneous useful 
lemmas, and collect some basic observations about the structure of Z(a) 
and the relative value group r,/r,,,, for a valued division algebra D. 
For any ring R we write Z(R) for the center of R. If S is a subring of 
R, then C,(S) denotes the centralizer of S in R. We say R is an S-algebra 
if S E Z(R). All rings are assumed to have a 1, and in saying that S is a 
subring of R it is understood that 1, = 1,. We write R* for the group of 
units of R. If D is a division ring and E is a sub-division ring, we write 
[D : E] for the dimension of D as a left E vector space. We will have 
[D : Z(D)] < cc for all division rings D considered here. 
Let Fc K be fields with K algebraic over F. (By “field” we always mean 
commutative field.) We write Y(K/F) for the profinite group of all 
F-automorphisms of K. If H is any subset of ?J(K/F), we write B(H) for 
the fixed field of H. We say K is normal over F if K is the splitting field of 
some family of polynomials over F, K is Galois over F if K is both normal 
and separable over F (iff F= T(‘S(K/F))). 
Let F be a field. If A is a (finite-dimensional) central simple F-algebra, 
[A] denotes the class of A in the Brauer group Br(F) of F. If B is another 
central simple F-algebra, we write A N B if A and B are Brauer equivalent, 
i.e., [A] = [B]. By Wedderburn’s theorem A zMM,(D) for some F-central 
division algebra D, where M,(D) denotes the n x n matrix ring over D. The 
division ring D is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by A, and will 
be called the underlying division algebra of A. By definition, index(A) = 
dm and exp(A ) is the order of [A] in Br(F). Let 
9(~)= {DID is a division ring with Z(D) = F and [D : F] -C CC }. 
For any field Kz F and any DE Q(F), let D, E 9(K) denote the underlying 
division algebra of D OF K. Recall (e.g., from [P, p. 2401) that if KE D, 
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then D,g C,(K). Let Br(K/F) denote the relative Brauer group of K/F, 
which is the kernel of the canonical homomorphism Br(F) + Br(K) given 
by CD1 -+ CD& 
Here is our notation for certain central simple F-algebras: 
(K/F, G,f) is the crossed product algebra determined by the 2-cocycle 
f: G x G + K*, where K is a finite dimensional Galois extension field of F 
and G = Y( K/F); 
(K/F, 0, a) is the cyclic F-algebra generated over K by a single element 
x with defining relations XX-’ =0(c) for all CGK and .u”=a~F*, where 
K is a Galois extension of F with cyclic Galois group generated by (T and 
n= [K:F]; 
A,(a, b; F) is the symbol algebra (terminology suggested by T.-Y. 
Lam) generated over F by i and j with defining relations: i” = a, j” = b, 
ij = oji, where o E F* is a primitive nth root of unity and a, b E F*. 
Let D be a division ring with [D : Z(D)] < 00. A valuation u on D is a 
function u: D* + r (where r is a totally ordered abelian group, written 
additively) satisfying, for all a, b E D*, 
(i) u(ab) = u(a) + u(b) 
(ii) u(a + 6) > min(u(a), u(b)) if b # -a. 
Associated to u we have its valuation ring: V, = {de D* 1 u(d) 2 0) u (0); 
the unique maximal left (and maximal right) ideal M, of I/,, M, = 
{d~D*Iu(d)>O}u (0); the group of u-units of D*, UD= V,-M,= Vz; 
the residue division ring b = V,/M,; and the value group To = u(D*). For 
UE V, we write a for the image of a in 4. The standard reference for 
valuation theory on division algebras is Schilling’s book [S]. 
The definition of a valuation given here is not the only one currently 
studied. &hilling’s definition in [S] does not require r to be abelian. 
However, since we assume [D : Z(D)] < cc it turns out with Schilling’s 
definition that TD is abelian even if r is not, so our valuations are the same 
as Schilling’s. Mathiak studies [Ma] a different definition of valuation 
that yields valuation rings which may not be invariant under inner 
automorphisms, and for which the ordered set of values need not be a 
group. The importance of studying the more stringent definition given here 
is that the structure of the value group as a group turns out to carry signili- 
cant information about the arithmetic of D. 
If E is a sub-division ring of a valued division ring (D, u), the restriction 
ulE of c to E* is clearly a valuation on E. Then rE is a subgroup of To and 
the ramification index of D over E is the group index Ir, : rEl. Also ,? is 
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viewed as a sub-division ring of D and the residue degree of D over E is 
[a : E]. Recall the “fundamental inequality” [S, p. 213: 
[a : I?]. Ir, : rEl < [D : E]. (1.1) 
We say D is defectless over E (relative to u) if [D : E] < cc and equality 
holds in ( 1.1); D is totally ramzj?ed over E if [D : E] = Ir, : TEl < co; D is 
immediate over E if [d : E] = JTD : Z-J = 1. If E c Z(D) we say that D is 
inertial (or unramilied) over E if [D : E] = [D : E] < CC and Z(D) is 
separable over ,!?. The inertial case will be studied in Section 2 below. If 
we say “D is defectless” (resp. totally ramified or inertial) we mean D is 
defectless over Z(D). 
An important improvement of the fundamental inequality (1.1) is Draxl’s 
“Ostrowski theorem” [D2, Th. 21 which says that if E= Z(D) and uIE is 
Henselian (and [D : E] < GO) then 
[D : E] = qk[D : ii?]. /To : I-J, (1.2) 
where q = char(b), the characteristic of 6, and k 20 is an integer. (Set 
q= 1 if char(d)=O.) Hence in particular, if char(d) j [D : E] in addition 
to the other hypotheses, then D is defectless. 
In subsequent sections we will be working primarily with division 
algebras over a Henselian valued field (F, u). Recall that a valuation u on 
F is Henselian iff it satisfies the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) u has a unique extension to each field algebraic 
over F; 
(ii) for every manic polynomial f E VF [Xl, if its image 
(1.3) 
fg F[X] has a simple root GE F, then f has a simple 
root a E VF with 5 = LT. 
For a nice account of the equivalence of these two conditions, and several 
other characterizations of Henselian valuations, see Ribenboim’s paper 
CRbl. 
We write (E, u) E (D, w) if the valuation u’ on a division algebra D 
restricts to u on the sub-division algebra E of D. Then we say w is an 
extension of u to D. Often we will use the same letter u to denote both a 
valuation on E and its extension to D. There is little danger of ambiguity, 
since in most of the cases we consider there will be at most one extension 
of u to D. Notably, 
(a) Suppose F is a field and D E 9(F). Then a valuation u on F has 
at most one extension to D. Indeed, it was shown in [Er*] and [W] that 
u extends to D if and only if v has a unique extension to each field K, 
FcKcD. 
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(b) If (F, u) is a field with Henselian valuation and K is any field 
algebraic over F, then u has a unique extension to K, and the valuation on 
K is also Henselian (cf. (1.3)(i)). 
(c) If D is a division algebra over a field F with Henselian valuation 
u, and [D : F] < co, then v extends uniquely to a valuation on D. This is 
well-known, and is immediate from (a) and (b). 
Aside from the cases just mentioned it is often difficult to tell whether 
a valuation on a division algebra extends to a larger division algebra. 
We give next a very useful result proved by P. Morandi on extending 
valuations to a tensor product. It is also helpful as a method for showing 
that a tensor product of division algebras is a division algebra. 
PROPOSITION 1.4 (Morandi). Let D and E be division algebras over a 
field F with [D : F] < CO. Suppose D has a valuation o and E has a valuation 
w with II r = w( r. Suppose further 
(i) D is defectless over F with respect o v; 
(ii) 4 Qr E is a division ring; 
(iii) To n rE = r,. 
Then D Qr E is a division ring with a unique valuation u such that t.41 b = u 
and uIE= w. Furthermore, DQrEzDQrE and rDBrE=rD+TE. 
See [M, Th. l] for a proof of Prop. 1.4. The valuation u is defined as 
follows. Pick a,, . . . . ak E U, mapping bijectively to a base of B over F and 
b r, . . . . 6, E V, whose values map bijectively onto rD/rF. Then {b,a,} is a 
base of D over F. Any element CI E D QF E has a unique expression as 
c( = I:=, xi”= I b,a, Q e, with all e,, E E. Then if c( # 0, 
u(u) = inf{o(b,) + w(e,) I e,, # O}. 
One verifies that u is a valuation (and D QF E is a division ring) by an 
argument along the lines of the proof of [JW, Theorem 2.51. Regarding the 
value groups, let d be the divisible hull of the torsion-free abelian group r, 
(so A z rFQZ (IB) and A’ the divisible hull of rE. The ordering on rF 
extends uniquely to a total ordering on A, and as rD/rF is torsion the 
inclusion rFci A extends uniquely to an (order-preserving) injection 
To 4 A. We will routinely identify To with its image in A. Likewise, the 
inclusion rFci r, extends uniquely to To G A’. With To and rE both 
viewed as subgroups of A’ the meaning of To n rE and To + rE is clear. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let (F, u) be a Henselian valued field, and let 
D 1, . . . . Dk~ 9(F) with the [D, : F] pairwise relatitlely prime. Then for - - 
D=D,Q, ... QFDk, iirD,Qr ... QrDk, andr,=r,,+ ... +rt,,. 
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Proof (In each case the valuation on the division algebra is the unique 
extension of u on F). Let E = D, OF . . . OF Dk-, . By Draxl’s Ostrowski - 
theorem (1.2) Dk or E is defectless over F and gcd( [E : F], CD, : F]) = - 
gc4 I rE : rFI 3 I rDk : rFI ) = 1. Consequently EOF Dk is a division ring 
and rE n rDk = rF. Proposition 1.4 yields EOF D, g i?OF & and 
r Ea,FDI = r,+ r,, in the divisible hull A of rF. The corollary follows 
immediately by induction on k. 1 
We now describe a fundamental connection between the value group of 
a valued division algebra and the center of the residue algebra. Let (D, u) 
by any valued division ring and let F= Z(D), with [D : F] -c co. For any 
de D* the conjugation map cd: D -+ D given by a H dad - ’ sends V, to V, 
and M, to M,; so cd induces an F-automorphism of D which restricts to 
an F-automorphism of Z(D), denoted Fd. Thus the map d++S;d yields a 
homomorphism c(: D* + Y(Z(B)/F). For u E UD, Z;;; is conjugation by ii, so 
ME ker(cr). Also, F* E ker(a). Since D*lUDF* srT,/T,, c1 induces a well- 
defined group homomorphism 
0, : rDjrF + qz(D)/~) (1.6) 
given by C(d) H cd, where z?(d) = u(d) + rF. This map 0, is crucial for 
much of what follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. For any valued division ring D (with [D : Z(D)] < co 
and F= Z(D)) the map 8, of (1.6) is surjective. The field Z(D) is the 
compositum of a purely inseparable extension of F and an abelian Galois 
extension, so Z(D) is normal over i? Hence, if Z(d) is separable over F, then 
it is abelian Galois over i? 
Proof: Let P= F(e,(r,/r,)). It suffices to show P is purely 
inseparable over F. Then all the assertions of the proposition follow by 
routine Galois theory and the fact that rD/rF is abelian. Take any (? E P 
and a any inverse image of ii in V,. Let f(X) E F[X] be the minimal poly- 
nomial of a over F. By an old lemma of Wedderburn [We, Lemma 41 (see 
also [Di, pp. 23&231] or [Ro,, p. 179]), f has a factorization in D[X], 
f(X)=(X-a,)...(X-aa,), with each a, = d,ad;’ for some d, E D*. 
So, each a,E V, and in iI, q=q(a) =d by hypothesis. Thus, 
frz(VDnF)[X]=V,[X] and for the image-f off in D[X], we have 
J(f(x)=(<-a,)-..(X-zi;;)=(X--ii)”. Since fEF[X] and ii is the only 
root of f in some splitting field for f (such as F(5)) ii must be purely 
inseparable over F, as desired. B 
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Proposition 1.7 is well known when (F, u) is Henselian (cf. [DK, p. 963 
or [Er,, Prop. 11). 
For a valued division algebra (D, u) with F= Z(D) (and [O : F] < CO), 
we call T,/T, the relative value group of D. This group can be considered 
in two stages; first ker(6,) ( = A/f, for some n G r,), then 
(T,/f .)/ker(e,) r r,,/A. Platonov and Yancheviskii in [ PY 1, (3.9)] call 
In : rFI and Ir, : ,4l the upper and lower ramification indices of D. f,/A 
may any finite abelian group, as is evident from Example 4.3 below. 
However, we will show in Theorem 1.10 below that A/FF (modulo its 
q-primary component if char(b) = q ~0) is constrained to have its 
invariant factors each occur with even multiplicity, and is also constrained 
by the roots of unity in F. But further preliminaries are needed first. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let D E 9(F) be a division algebra with valuation v. Suppose 
L 2 F is a subfield of D which is inertial over F. Then, 
- 
(a) IfLc_Z(d) then D, =fi and T,,/T,= d;‘(9(Z(D)/L)). 
- 
(b) If L and Z(D) are linearly disjoint over F, then D, = (D),(,, L 
and rDL = r, . 
In either case D is defectless over D,. 
Proof: Since L c D, D, = C,(L) which inherits a valuation from D. For 
(a), suppose Lc Z(D). For any de D,, since d centralizes L the conjuga- 
tion-induced map q restricts to the identity on L, that is, f3,(r,,/r,) E 
Y(Z(D)/E). Because L is separable over F, 
I+Y(Z(D)/F) : 9(Z(D)/t)l= [t : F] = [L : F] = [D : DJ. 
Consequently, by the fundamental inequality (1.1) and surjectivity of O. 
(1.7), 
CD : DJ > If, : rDLl 2 IV-,/r,) : ~,1(~~~(~)/~))1 
= (‘S(Z@)/F) : CtY(Z(b)/~)I = [D : DJ. 
Thus, equality must hold throughout. This shows T,,/I’,= 
G’(?J(Z(a)/L)) and D is totally ramified, hence defectless, over D,. Also, 
D, = d by the fundamental inequality. 
Now for (b) suppose 1 and Z(D) are linearly disjoint over E Since 
DL = C,(L), 
D, G C,(L) = C,(L. Z(D)) = (D), Z(D)‘ 
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By the fundamental inequality, 
[D : DJ > [D : DJ >, [D : (4)E z(&j = [L.Z(D) : Z(b)] 
=[L:F]=[L:F]=[D:D,]. 
- 
Again, equality holds throughout. Hence, D, = (B)r ZCb,, D is defectless 
over D, and by the fundamental inequality To = TD,, as desired. 1 
A considerable generalization of this lemma (for F Henselian) will be 
given in Theorem 3.1 below. 
Suppose (F, v) is a Henselian valued field. Let F,, denote the maximal 
unramified extension of F with respect to u in some algebraic closure F=,, 
of F. That is, F,, is the compositum of all the inertial ( = unramified) exten- 
sions of F in F,,,. Recall that rF,, = rF, c is the separable closure Fsisep of
F, and F,,, is Galois over F. Also, for any field E with Fz E c F,,, and 
[E : F] < co, E is inertial over F iff E c_ F,,. Further, the map L H E gives 
a l-l correspondence between fields L with Fc L s F,,, and fields z with 
FE l c z. In this correspondence, L is Galois over F iff 1 is Galois over -- 
E when this occurs, CfJ(L/F)sY(L/F). Given a field E with Fs HEFT;,,, 
and [,? : F] -C co, the corresponding L (inertial over F with L= 2) will be 
called the inertial lif of ,? over F. Note also that if (F, a) c (K, w) with 11 
also Henselian (e.g., if K is algebraic over F), and if ,? embeds 
(Fisomorphically) into K, then K contains a copy of the inertial lift of L 
over F. (For, if ,? = F(6), let L = F(a) where a is any root in K of any 
manic inverse image in V, [X] of the minimal polynomial of d over i”. ) 
Hence, we have whenever (F, u) c_ (K, 1~) with u, u’ Henselian, 
K.F,,, c Km, and equality holds if R is algebraic over F, (1.9) 
since then K. F,, 2 R. Fsisep = Kssep. Everything stated in this paragraph is 
well-known. It can all be gleaned from [E, Section 19, esp. (19.10)-( 19.13)] 
by noting that with respect o the Galois extension from F to Fsep (and the 
unique extension of u to Fsep) F is the decomposition field and F,, is the 
inertia field. 
For any abelian group G, we write (Gl for the order of G. If S c G, (S) 
denotes the subgroup of G generated by S. We say S is a base of G if 
G = oSE s (3). We call the elements of S independent if S is a base of 
(S). If (Cl < co, exp(G) denotes the exponent of G, which is the least 
common multiple of the orders of its elements. 
Given any integer c!’ > 1, and a field F, we write pL, c F to say that F con- 
tains e distinct dth roots of unity. (This can only occur if char(F) j t.) 
When pLy s F we write p( (F) for the group of / th roots of unity in F. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let (F, u) be a Henselian ualued field, and let D E g(F). 
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Let ker(8,) = A/r,, where 8, is the map of (1.6). Then A = TDF,,. Further- 
more, if char(F) 1 [D : F], then 
(a) ker(0,) z G x G for some finite abelian group G. 
(b) ,u~ E F, where 8 = exp(ker(8,)). 
Proof By, e.g., CR, p. 973 there is a maximal subfield K of B with K 
separable over Z(d). Let 3 be the separable closure of Fin Z(d) and L” the 
separable closure of 3 in K; so K = z I Z(d) and J? and Z(d) are linearly 
disjoint over 3. Since 1 is separable over F, D contains a field E with 
z c i?. Then, as noted above E contains fields L 2 S 2 F with L (resp. S) 
an inertial lift of 2 (resp. 3) over F. We have Fc SE L c D, ED, z D. 
Lemma 1.8(a) applies to SC D, so &= D, and (b) of the same lemma 
applies to LED,. The lemma yields rDL = f Ds = A and 
D, = (& zcD, = C,(K) = K. 
View L as a subfield of F,,. So DFnr E (DL)Fnr. Because F,,, is a direct 
limit of finite degree inertial, hence defectless, extensions of L and 
z@,zr K@L z is a field (as K is purely inseparable over E), 
Proposition 1.4 shows D, @L F,, is a division algebra with value group 
r,, + rFnr = A. This division algebra is (DL)F,,, hence DFnr, showing 
r DFor = A. 
Now assume char(F) [ [D : F]. Since L c Fn’,, the normal closure N of L 
over F lies in F,,. So N is inertial and Galois over F, and the same argu- 
ment as just given for F,, shows D, z D, 0‘ N, T,,/T, = Afr,, and 
&z K@L iV, which is a field purely inseparable over ii? Since 
char(F) i [DN : N], Draxl’s Ostrowski theorem (1.2) yields D, = ii7 and D, 
is totally ramified over N. Hence, by [TW, Proposition 3.11, p! &m and 
there is a well-defined nondegenerate surjective symplectic canonical 
pairing 
(1.11) 
given by (v(a) + r,, u(b) + r,) -+ [a, b], for any a, b E Dz, where 
[a, b] = aba-‘b-l. Because this pairing is symplectic and nondegenerate, 
T,,/T, ( = A/r,= ker(0,)) admits a symplectic base; hence the invariant 
factors of ker(0,) occur in pairs, proving (a). 
We have seen that p, G iii. It remains to show p! c i? For this, take any 
& E am, and let w be the inverse image of ~5 in p/(N) (which exists as 
N is Henselian). Take any T E S(N/F). Let B = D,,, and let B’ = z(B) under 
the action of Y(N/F) on g(N) (cf. [Di, p. 501); that is, B’E~(N) and 
there is a ring isomorphism p: B + B’ such that p(c . a) = z(c) p(a) for all 
a E B, c E N. In particular p restricts to z on N s B. Because u 0 z = u (as T 
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is an F-isomorphism), u 0 p = u, i.e., p is value-preserving with respect o the 
unique extensions of v to, B and to B’. Since ‘9(N/F) acts trivially on 
the image of BP-(F) --+ Br(N) (cf. [Di, p. 61, Lemma 43) there is an 
N-isomorphism q: B + B’, and of course (r is also value-preserving. 
The surjectivity of the pairing C on T&T, assures that there exist 
a, b E 0; with [a, b] = o + m with m E M,,. Apply p and 6: 
b(a), p(b)1 = z(w) + p(m) and [a(a), o(b)] = w + a(m). (1.12) 
Because the canonical pairing C of (1.11) is well-defined, for any c, d E B*, 
[c, d] depends only on u(c) and u(d). This is likewise true for B’. Therefore, 
as v(p(a)) = u(u) = o(o(u)) and u(p(b)) = u(o(b)), the Eqs. (1.12) show 
r(o) = (I, in W; hence z(o) = w. This is true for all WE pe(N) and 
r E 9(N/F). Since N is Galois over F, we have p’p c_ F, hence pLp EF, 
proving (b). 1 
Remark 1.13. If char(F)=q#O and ql [D : F], then (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 1.10 are valid with the following modification: Write ker(8,) = 
ker(Q,)‘Oker(~,),, where ker(0,), is the q-primary component of 
ker(B,). Then put ker(8,)’ in place of ker(0,) in (a) and (b). To verify this 
revision of (l.lO), apply the original (1.10) to D’, where Dz D’QFDq, 
where D, is the q-primary component of D, noting that ker(B,)’ = ker(8,.) 
by Corollary 1.5. 
Remark 1.14. P. Morandi has recently proved that if DE 9(F) has a 
valuation u and Fh is the Henselization of (F, u) F), then D OF Fh is a divi- 
sion ring and DOFF,, is an immediate extension of D. His proof will 
appear in [M]. This theorem allows one to carry over to arbitrary valued 
division algebras many results about division algebras over Henselian 
fields. Notably, one can drop the Henselian assumption in the Ostrowski 
theorem (1.2), in Corollary 1.5 (provided each D, has a valuation u, 
with u, 1 F= . . = uk ( F), in Theorem 1.10 (with F,, understood to be the 
maximal unramified extension of a Henselization of F), Remark 1.13, 
Lemma 6.1, and Corollary 6.10. 
2. INERTIAL SUBALGEBRAS 
Let (F, u) be a Henselian valued field. As we recalled in Section 1, if J? 
is any finite degree separable xtension field of F, then there is a field L EJ F 
unique up to F-isomorphism, such that L is inertial over F and L= E; we 
call L the inertial lift of 2 over F. Further, if K is any algebraic extension 
field of F and ,? E K, then K contains a copy of the inertial lift of 2. over 
F. The goal of this section is to prove analogous results for division 
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algebras over F (Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.9). These analogues are 
known when u is discrete and complete (cf. [N] and [DK, pp. 33-42]), 
but the methods of proof do not generalize to nondiscrete valuations. 
Instead, our approach depends on theorems of Azumaya from his classic 
paper [AZ]. Our first preliminary results do not assume that (F, u) is 
Henselian. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a valued division algebra (with [D : Z(D)] < co, 
as usual). Let N be a left V,-module. Then, 
(a) If N is a finitely-generated and torsion-free Vo-module, then N is 
free. 
(b) N is a flat V,-module if and only if N is torsion-free. 
Proof (We are merely adapting to V, a well-known argument for 
modules over a commutative valuation ring,) That N is torsion-free means 
arm.,(a) = (0) for each nonzero a EN. This is equivalent to N being a 
torsion-free V,-module, where F= Z(D) and V,= V, n F. (For, as 
[D : F] < co every nonzero ideal of V, contracts nontrivially to Vr.) 
(a) Assume N is finitely-generated and torsion-free. Let W= 
F@, N, a finite-dimensional D-vector space (as DE FOcT Vo). The 
canonical map N + W is injective as N is torsion-free; view N c W. Let 
k = dim, W. We argue by induction on k. If k = 1 then W % D and we may 
view NED. In a finite generating set of N an element of least value will 
generate N by itself. Hence N g V,, as N is cyclic and torsion-free. If k > 1 
take any D-subspace W, of W with 1 d dim. W, < k, and let No = W, n N. 
Then N/N, is a finitely-generated and torsion-free V,-submodule of W/W,. 
By induction N/No is V,-free; hence N r N, @ N/N,,. Therefore, No is 
finitely-generated. By induction N, is free, so N is free. 
(b) Suppose N is torsion-free. Then N is the direct limit of its finitely- 
generated submodules, which are flat by (a). Hence N is V,-flat. Conver- 
sely, suppose N is flat. For any CE V,, c # 0, the map Ve + V, given by 
b H cb is an injective right V,-module homomorphism; so the flatness 
shows multiplication by c is injective on N. Hence, N is torsion-free. 1 
Recall that a valued division algebra (D, v) over a field F is said to be 
inertial over F if [D : F] = [D : F] < m and Z(D) is separable over i? Then 
To = r, by the fundamental inequality. Further, we have 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (D, v) be a valued division algebra which is inertial over 
a field Fc Z(D). Then Z(D) is separable over F and Z(D) = Z(B). Further- 
more, V, is a free V,-module of rank [D : F], and M, = Mr. V,. 
Proof Let Z = Z(D) 2 F. Clearly Z c Z(d), and the fundamental 
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inequality (1.1) for D over Z forces [Z : F] = [Z : F]. Let 2 be a maximal 
subfield of d which is separable over Z(D). Then ,? is separable over F, so 
there is an ii E z with z = F(cii). Let a E V, be any inverse image of 6, and 
let L = F(Q). Then ,? 2 F(G) = 2. Let K = L . Z, a subfield of D. We have 
[L:F]‘~[K:F]2=[K:Z]2[Z:F]2~[D:Z][Z:F]Z 
=[D:F][Z:F]=[B:F][Z:F]. 
But also. 
[L : F-j’3 [L : F-y > [Z : F]2= [D : Z(D)][Z(D) : F-y > [B : F][Z : F]. 
Thus, equality must hold throughout. Hence, Z= Z(B). Let S be the 
separable closure of F in Z. Since Z is purely inseparable over S, Z is 
purely inseparable over S. But Z = Z(B) is also separable over F, so over 
3. Hence, Z= s, which by the fundamental inequality shows Z = S. That 
is, Z is separable over F. 
Now, take any a,, . . . . a, E V, which map onto an F-base of D. Take any 
c, . . . . . c,, E F, not all 0. Then we claim C:= , c,a, # 0 and 
0 ,gl c,a, ( > 
= inf{ u(c,)) c, # 0). (2.3) 
For, choose j with c, # 0 and u(c,) minimal, let d, = c,-‘c, E V,, and let 
6=Cd,a,. Then REVS and 8=xd,L5,#0 in D as a,=l. So 6#0 and 
u(6) = 0. This yields the claim, as C c,a, = c, 6. Thus, u,, . . . . a,, are linearly 
independent, and hence form an F-base of D, as n = [d : F] = [D : F]. If 
we take any y E D and write y = C c,a, with c, E F, then (2.3) shows y E v/D 
if and only if each c, E V,, and 7 EM, if and only if each c, E M,. Thus, 
is a base of V, as a free Vomodule and M, = M, V,, as 
The bridge between inertial division algebras and their residue algebras 
is provided by the theory of Azumaya algebras. The basic facts about 
Azumaya algebras can be found in any of the standard references uch as 
[DI] or [KO] or in Azumaya’s original paper [AZ]. The more specific 
information we need concerning the case of a Henselian base ring is nicely 
treated in the latter part of [AZ], which seems to have been rather 
neglected by subsequent authors. 
There are many characterizations of Azumaya algebras. Here is the one 
we will use: Let R be a commutative local ring with unique maximal ideal 
M, and let A be an R-algebra. Then A is an Azumaya algebra over R if and 
only if A is a free R-module of finite rank and A/MA is a central simple 
R/M-algebra. (Cf. [KO, Th. 5.1, p. 933 or [AZ, Th. 151. Azumaya called 
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these algebras “proper maximally central” algebras.) The following 
examples are the relevant ones for us: 
EXAMPLES 2.4. (i) Let (F, u) c (K, M’) be valued fields with K inertial 
and Galois over F; let G = Q(K/F). Let f: G x G + K* be a 2-cocycle 
with f(a, z) E U, for all 0, z E G, and let f(cr, z) =f(a, t) E R*. Let A = 
( VK/VF, G, f), the crossed product algebra formed in the usual way, except 
that the coefficients come from V, instead of K. Then A is an Azumaya 
algebra over V,, since A/M,A is clearly the central simple P-algebra 
(R/F, G,f). (A . is a f ree Vrmodule since it is a free left V,module and V, 
is a free T/,-module, e.g., by (2.2).) Similarly, if w is a primitive nth root 
of unity in F and CT, is also a primitive nth root of unity in F, then for 
any a, b E UF, the “symbol algebra” A-(a, 6; VP) is an Azumaya algebra 
over V,. 
(ii) Let (D, u) be a valued division algebra and let F= Z(D). Then D 
is inertial over F if and only if V, is an Azumaya algebra over V,. For, 
if V, is Azumaya over V,, then M, = M, V,, as M,/M, V, is a proper 
ideal of the simple ring V,/M,V,. Then, [b : F] = dim,( VD/M,V,) = 
rank v,( VD) = [D : F]. Also Z(D) = F, so D is inertial over F. The converse 
is immediate from Lemma 2.2. 
If R is a (commutative) integral domain with quotient field F and E is 
an F-algebra, by an order of R in E we mean a ring A, R z A c E, with A 
integral over R and A . F = E. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (F, v) be a valued field. Take D E 9(F), and 
suppose v extends to a valuation of D. Suppose A is an Azumaya algebra 
over V, which is an order in M,(D) for some n. Then D is inertial over F, 
and A g M,( V,). 
ProojI (We thank D. Saltman for showing us this argument.) Let 
V= VF. View M,(D) as End,(U) for some free right D-module U of rank 
n (on which End,(U) acts on the left). Then U contains a finitely-generated 
left A-module N with 9 NF= U. By (2.1) N is a free V-module. Let 
B= End,(N) E End,,,,,,,(U) = D, and let BoP be the opposite algebra of 
B. Because A and End,(N) are Azumaya algebras over V and BoP is the 
centralizer of A in End,(N), B is also an Azumaya algebra over V and 
A = End,(N) by [DI, Th. 4.3, p. 573. Hence B is integral over V, which 
shows Bc VD by [W, Cor.]. By [DI, Cor. 3.6, p. 541 or [AZ, Cor., p. 1311 
V, = B@ y C, where C is the centralizer C,,.(B). But C . F= C,(D) = F. 
Hence, CL VD n F= V, showing that B = V”. Now, N as a I/‘,-module is 
finitely-generated and torsion-free, hence free by (2.1). The I’,-rank of N 
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equals the V, . F = D-rank of N . F= U, which is n. Thus, A = End,(N) &I 
M,( VD), as desired. 1 
For any valued field (F, u), let Br( VF) denote the Brauer group 
(of equivalence classes of Azumaya algebras) of the valuation ring V,. 
There are canonical group homomorphisms ~1: Br( VF) + Br(F) given by 
[A] H [A OV, F], and b: Br( V,) + Br(F) given by [A] I-+ [A/M,A]. 
Proposition 2.5 shows that u is injective. (This is not new-f. [Sa,, 
Lemma 1.21.) The map /? is in general not injective, and it is unknown 
whether p is surjective. However, by [Me, Th. 73 im(P) contains the odd 
torsion subgroup of Br(F); moreover, whenever char(F) = 2 or Y(F(,+)/F) 
is cyclic (where pLzn is the group of 2”th roots of unity in the separable 
closure of F) im(/I) also contains the 2”-torsion subgroup of Br(F). 
Now assume that (F, V) is Henselian. Then define 
ZBr(F) = {[II] E Br(F) I D E 9(F) and D is inertial over F}. (2.6) 
Proposition 2.5 and Example 2.4(ii) show that ZBr(F) = im(cc), so ZBr(F) is 
a subgroup of Br(F). Concerning the map p: Br( VF) + Br(F), Azumaya 
proved in [AZ, Th. 311 that b is an isomorphism (not only for V, but for 
any commutative local Henselian base ring). (The injectivity of B follows 
easily from Proposition 2.5.) Let us recall for later use in Section 5 
Azumaya’s argument for the surjectivity of /II: The char(F)-primary compo- 
nent of Br(F) is generated by classes of cyclic algebras (cf. [A,, p. 1091). 
The other primary components of Br(F) are generated by classes of crossed 
product algebras with 2-cocycles whose images consist of roots of unity of 
orders prime to char(F). Each of these algebras can be lifted to an 
Azumaya algebra over VF of the type described in Example 2.4(i). To carry 
out this lifting one must be able to lift Galois field extensions of F to 
inertial Galois extensions of V,; this can be done as VF is Henselian. So, 
/3 is surjective. 
Besides lifting Galois extensions and roots of unity, Azumaya showed 
also that idempotents can be lifted. We recall his result, since we will need 
it for proving the existence of inertial subalgebras: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A be a Henselian commutative local ring and let B 
be any A-algebra which is integral over A. For any ideal Z of B and anJ 
family P, , . . . . Pk of orthogonal idempotents of B/Z there exist orthogonal 
idempotents e,, . . . . ek of B with e,+Z=e’,, 1 <i<k. 
Proposition 2.7 is the same as [AZ, Th. 241 except that Azumaya con- 
sidered only A-algebras which are finitely-generated as A-modules. But his 
proof yields (2.7), since he used the finite generation of B only to assure 
that certain elements of B are integral over A. 
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THEOREM 2.8. Suppose (F, u) is a Henselian valued field. Then, 
(a) For any division algebra b over F with Z(b) separable over F 
there is a division algebra D inertial over F with D = B. This D is unique up 
to isomorphism. D is called the inertial lift of b over 1”. 
(b) The map ~1: Br( V,) --f ZBr(F) is an isomorphism. The composite 
isomorphism /IO ~1~‘: ZBr(F) --f Br(F) maps [D] H [D] for any DE 9(F) 
with D inertial over F, and thus p Q a- ’ is index-preserving. 
Proof We first prove (b). As noted above, Proposition 2.5 shows that 
c1 is an isomorphism. For any D E S(F) with [D] E ZBr(F), D is inertial 
over F, so V, is an Azumaya algebra and (/?~c’)[D] = /?[ Vn] = [a]. 
Thus, (b) holds. 
Now take b as described in (a). Let Z be the inertial lift of Z(b) over 
F, and let c(~, fiz be the maps for Vz analogous to CI, fl for VF. By 
Azumaya’s theorem that /I= is surjective, there is an Azumaya algebra A 
over V, with A/M,A E Mk(D) for some k. Write A@,,,Zr M,(D) for 
some DEB. By (2.5) D is inertial over Z (and hence inertial over F), 
and AgMM,( V,). Then, Mk(d) g A/M,A gM,Jd). Hence, k =tz and 
B g D, so D is an inertial lift of B over F. 
Suppose D’ is another inertial lift of d over F. By (2.2), Z(D’) is an iner- 
tial lift of Z(B) over F, so Z(D’) r Z. Thus, we may view D’ E S?(Z). Then 
D’EZB~(Z) and (pzoc(;‘)[D’] = [B] = (/?zoa;‘)[D]. Because pz and 
a;’ are injective, [D] = [D’] in Br(Z), so Dr D’, proving (a). 1 
We now prove the existence of inertial subalgebras. The argument will 
use Theorem 3.1, whose proof is deferred because of its length. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let (F, v) be a Henselian valued field, and let D be a 
division algebra over F with [D : F] < a3. Zf i? is an F-subalgebra of D and 
Z(E) is separable over F, then D contains an inertial ltft of I!? over F. 
Proof Let E be the inertial lift of E over F, and EoP the opposite 
algebra of E. Assume first that Z(E) = F, so Z(E) = F, by (2.1). We 
have d@rEoP~E@rEoPz M,(F), where r = [E : F] = [E : F]. Hence, 
4 OF EoP contains a family of r orthogonal (nonzero) idempotents, which 
we will lift to D@r EoP. 
Note that V, and VEOP are integral over V,. (For, V, is integral over 
V z’D’ by [W, Cor.]; but VrCn, is integral over V, as V,,,, is the unique 
extension of the Henselian valuation ring V, to Z(D). Because V, and VEOP 
are rings with polynomial identity, the integrality implies that they are 
actually locally finite over V,, by Shirshov’s theorem [Ro, , pp. 206-2071. 
Therefore, V, @ ‘, VEOP is integral over V,. Since V, 0 ‘? V,+ maps onto 
D@F EOP, Proposition 2.7 shows that V,@, ~ V,,, contains r orthogonal 
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nonzero idempotents. The torsion-free V,-modules V, and Vtop are flat by 
(2.1), hence I’, 0 yF VEOP is a flat, so torsion-free V,-module. Therefore, 
v, 0 c’F VEOD injects into ( V, 0 b,F V,,) 0 IJF Fz D OF EoP. Consequently 
D@,EoP contains r orthogonal idempotents. By Lemma 2.10 below, it 
follows that D contains a copy of E, which is an inertial lift of E over F. 
Now drop the assumption that Z(E) = i? Because Z(B) can be generated 
over F by a single element, we can find a field K E D with Z(E) E E. Then 
K contains a subfield Z which is an inertial lift of Z(B) over F. Let 
L = Z. Z(D), a subfield of D. Because Z is inertial over F, which is 
Henselian, L is inertial over Z(D), and L = Z(D). z = Z(D) Z(6). We - 
work in D, = C,(L). By Theorem 3.1 below, D, = Dzciij Ir = C,(Z(D) .I). 
Now, as Z(D)sZ(D), Z(D)-z=Z(B) ‘Z(D) .Z(E)=Z(D).Z(,!?). Since - 
both Z(d) and Z(B) centralize E, we have EE D,. View D, as an algebra 
over Z. Since Z(E)= Z the first part of the argument shows that DL 
contains an inertial lift E’ of E over Z. Since Z is inertial over F, E’ is also 
inertial over F. 1 
LEMMA 2.10. Let F be any field, and let D and E be division algebras 
finite-dimensional over F with F= Z(E). If D OF EoP has r orthogonal idem- 
potents tvhere r = [E : F], then E is isomorphic to a subalgebra of D. 
Proof: D@,E Op is a central simple Z(D)-algebra, say D OF EoP r 
M,(D,) for some D, E 9(Z(D)). Because D OF EoP has r orthogonal 
idempotents s > r by [A,, p. 50, Th. 23. D, OF E is also central simple over 
Z(D), so D, OF Ez M,(D,) for some Dz E~(Z(D)). Then, 
M,(D)~DDO,M,(F)~DDO,E”POFE~.,(D1)OFE 
= M,(D, OF E) = M,,(D,). 
By Wedderburn’s theorem r =st and DE D,. But since s > r, we must 
have s = r and t = 1. In all, D g D, z D, OF E, which yields the desired 
embedding of E in D. 1 
COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose (F, v) is a Henselian valued field and 
DE 9(F) with Z(D) = E Then D g I@, T with I, TE B(F), I inertial over F 
with 7= d and T= F with Tr = To. If D is defectless over F then T is totally 
ramified over F. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.9 D contains an inertial lift Z of D over F. Since 
Z(r)= Z(D) =E, Lemma 2.2 shows ZEN. By the Double Centralizer 
Theorem DE ZOF T, where T= C,(I) E 3(F). Then TG CD(r) = Z(D) = F. 
Since Z is defectless over F and f, n f T = f F, Proposition 1.4 shows 
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To = r, + rT. = Tr. If D is defectless over F, then T must also be defectless 
over F by the fundamental inequality; then T= F implies T must be totally 
ramified over F. 1 
3. INERTIAL SCALAR EXTENSIONS 
Suppose (F, u) is a Henselian valued field and L is an algebraic extension 
field of F. Any D E 9(F) has a unique valuation extending v on F, and 
likewise D,, the underlying division algebra of DOF L, has a valuation 
extending the unique extension of u to L. One would like to be able to 
describe the structure of D, with respect o u in terms of that of D. In case 
L is inertial over F (i.e., [L : F] = [L : F] and L is separable over F) a 
remarkably complete picture of D, emerges, as we now show. When L is 
not inertial over F the relationship between D and D, can be considerably 
more complicated---cf. Example 7.3 and Remark 7.4. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (F, v) be a Henselian valued field, and let D E 9(F). 
Let L be any inertial extension field of F. Then, 
- 
(a) Z(D,) r Z(B) .z; 
- 
(b) D,z @L,,, L; 
(c) TDL/TF=O~l(%(Z(@/(Z(@nL))) where 8, is the map of (1.6); 
SO rDL c To and Ir, : rDLl = [(Z(D) n E) : m; 
(d) the following diagram is commutative: 
r,,r, - wrF 
BDL 
I 
eD 
I -- 
%WJIL) yy ~(Z(~)lP) 
Remark 3.2. Since Z(a) is normal over F by (1.7), there is a unique 
compositum of Z(a) and L in any algebraic closure of L; so the notation 
Z(d). 1 is unambiguous, as likewise is Z(B) n E. The map pLIF in the - 
diagram is restriction of an automorphism from Z(D,) E Z(D) . L to Z(a). 
There is no canonical Pisomorphic embedding of Z(4) into Z(z) but the 
map pLIF is the same, no matter what choice of embedding is made. For, 
a change of the embedding changes pLIF by composing it with an inner 
automorphism of s(Z(d)/F); since %(Z(d)/F) is abelian by (1.7), pLIF is 
unaffected. 
Proof of (3.1). The proof consists essentially in handling the case when 
[L : F] is prime, and making various reductions to that case. Recall 
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first (e.g. from [P, p. 2611) that if [O : F] =p;‘...pz where the p, are 
distinct primes, then there exist D,E~(F) with [D, : F] = p:’ and 
DE',@,... QFDk. Then (D,),Q, ... OL (Dk), is the corresponding 
primary decomposition of D,. Once the theorem is known for each D,, it 
follows easily for D by Corollary 1.5 and the evident commutative diagram: 
Thus, we may assume [D : F] = p’ for some prime p. The rest of the proof 
is broken into a sequence of live steps. 
(I) The theorem holds if D OF E is a division ring. 
For, as L is defectless over F and rL = rF, Proposition 1.4 shows - 
D,rD@,L, rDL=rD+rL=rD, and D,EDQ~E. Since Z(d)QFL~ 
iJOFL, it is a field, so it is the unique compositum of Z(d) and z over 
F, and Z(a) n L = i? All the conclusions of the theorem now follow easily. 
(Because D s D,, the conjugation action by elements of D* on b is - 
compatible with the action on D,; this yields (d).) 
(II) The theorem holds if [L : F] = p. 
In view of step I, we may assume that DOFE is not a division ring. 
Then, as [E : F] = [L : F] = p, L must embed in d by, e.g., [P, p. 243, 
Cor.]. Therefore, as L is separable over F and u is Henselian, D contains 
a copy of the inertial lift L of E over F; that is, we may assume L ED. So, 
D, = C,(L) z D, from which (d) follows. 
Suppose first Z(a) OF L is not a field. Then, because [L : F] is prime - - 
and Z(a) is normal over F, LsZ(D). Thus, Lemma 1.8(a) yields (a), (b), 
and (c) of the theorem. (Note that in all cases, the last assertions of (c) 
follow from the first; for, do is surjective by (1.7), Z(D) is normal over F, 
and Z(d) n L is Galois over F, so that 9(Z(~)/F)/9(Z(b)/(Z(~) n L)) E 
%?((Z(D) n Q/F).) 
Suppose instead that Z(D)OF L is a field. Then Z(D) and 1 are linearly 
disjoint over F, Z(a)n L=F, and (a), (b), and (c) follow from 
Lemma l&b). 
(III) The theorem holds if [D : F] and [L : F] are relatively prime. 
For, as [4 : F] 1 [D : F] by Draxl’s Ostrowski theorem (1.2), b@rL is 
a division ring since [D : F] is prime to [E : F]. Thus, the theorem holds 
by step I. 
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(IV) If Fc M G L are fields with L inertial over F and if the theorem 
holds for D for the extension M/F and also holds for D, for the extension 
L/M, then it holds for D for the extension L/F. 
- 
For, we have D, I (B),,,, R and Z(D,) E Z(D). hX Hence, as D, z 
(DM)L, D, g m g nf),(~, L 2 ((&,D, ML(D) iii f g @)Z(O, L? 
which yields (a) and (b). From (d) for L/M and M/F we have the 
commutative diagram: 
The commutative outer rectangle of this diagram is (d) for L/F, since 
pMMIFopLIM = pLIF. Because Z(d) is normal over P the image of pL.‘F is 
S(Z(D)/(Z(@nL)). Hence, (c) for M/F and L/M together with the 
injectivity of plblIF and surjectivity of ODL yield (c) for L/F. 
(V) The theorem holds for any L. 
Recall that [D : F] = pr. Let K be the normal closure of L over F. Then 
K is Galois and inertial over F. Let H be a p-Sylow subgroup of 9(K/L) 
and P a p-Sylow subgroup of ‘S(K/F) containing H; let N= 9(H) and 
E=F(P). Then FsEsNcK with pj[E:F] and K is Galois over E 
with 93(K/E) z P; hence N is obtainable from E by a succession of degree p 
extensions. Thus, the theorem holds from F to N by III, II, and IV. We 
work back from N to L. 
Note that [D, : L] is a power of p since it divides [D : F]. Let - 
Z, = Z(D,) and Z, = Z(b) . J?; we view Z, , Z,, and m as lying in the same 
algebraic closure Lalg of E. Then each [Z, : F] is a p-power by ( 1.2) 
(together with [Z, : L] 1 [Z(B) : F] as Z(D) is normal over F). Since each 
Z, is normal over E, [Z, . Z, : L] is also a p-power. But [w : t] = [N : L] 
is prime to p. By the theorem for N/F and for N/L (which holds by step 
III), we have Kisomorphisms 
Because these fields are normal over n, we get actual equality: Z, . N= 
Z, .1st in Ealg. Since [Z, . Z, : E] and [m : L] are relatively prime, it 
follows for i= 1, 2, 
[z,.z,:~][m:~]=[zl.z*.m:~]=[z,.m:~]=[z,:~][m:L]. 
Hence, [Z, : L] = [Z, . Z, : E], showing Z, = Z, Z, = Zz; this proves (a). 
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- 
Let Z= Z, = Z,. From (1.2) we know that [DJ and C(D),] both lie in 
Br,(Z), the p-primary component of Br(Z). We have by (b) for N/L and 
N/F, 
Since the map B,(Z) -++r,,(Z. m) is injective (as [Z. R : Z] = [m : E] is 
prime to p), this yields DL r (d)=, proving (b). 
Because Z= Z(z) and R are linearly disjoint over E and Z(z) = - - 
Z(D,) .m, we have ??(Z(D,)/~)z’9(Z(DJL) and these groups have 
the same image in g(Z(D)/F). But TDr = TD,v by step I above; hence (c) 
for L/F follows from (c) for N/F. Part (d) for L/F is the commutativity of 
the right trapezoid in the diagram below, which follows from the com- 
mutativity of the outer rectangle ((d) for N/F), the left trapezoid ((d) for 
N/L) and the upper and lower triangles, together with the marked 
isomorphisms. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
%mm~) - sqZ(d)/F) I 
Remark 3.4. For a valued division algebra DE 9(F), define the defect 
of D (over F) to be 6(D) := [D : F]/( [a : F] Ir, : r,l). Then, in the situa- 
tion of Theorem 3.1 one can see that 6(D,) =6(D). For. in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, this equality clearly holds by the given arguments for steps, 
I, III, IV, and V, and it holds in step II by Lemma 1.8. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose (F, v) is a Henselian valuedfield and D E 9!(F) 
is split by some inertial field extension of F (cf: (5.1) belobv). Then an inertial 
extension field L of F splits D iff 11 Z(B) and L splits B. 
- - 
Proof: If L splits D, then D, r L, so D, = Z(D,) = ,E By the theorem, - 
Z(D) E Z(D,) = .E and 4,- r z = 1, so L splits 6, as desired. Conversely, - 
suppose 12 Z(a) and L splits 6. Then the theorem shows D, g D,r 1. 
If K is an inertial extension of F which splits D, then any compositum 
E= K, L is also inertial over F, and E splits D,. However, (1.4) shows 
D,OL E is a division ring; hence D, is already split. 1 
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4. NICELY SEMIRAMIFIED DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
We call a valued division algebra DE 9(F) semiramified if b is a field 
and [D:F]=Ir,:r,l=,/m. F or example, the Malcev-Neumann 
division algebras considered by Tignol and Amitsur in [TA,] in the case 
of “nontrivial action” and in [T,] are semiramified, as are the noncrossed 
product division algebras in [JW, Section 61 and also the generic abelian 
crossed products constructed by Amitsur and Saltman in [AS]. Note that 
if D is semiramilied and Z(B) ( = 6) is separable over F, then the surjective 
map 8,: T,,,/rF-+ %(Z(D)/F) of (1.6) must be an isomorphism. If, in addi- 
tion, F is Henselian, an inertial lift of b will be a maximal subfield of D 
inertial over F; but the complexity of the structure of D seems related to 
the totally ramified sublields it contains. (D may be semiramilied and still 
have no sublields totally ramified over F, as [TW, (5.9)(iii)] shows.) When 
D has a maximal subfield K totally ramified over F, a full description of D 
will be given in Theorem 4.4 below-provided K is not one of the unusual 
totally ramified extensions that can occur if char(F) 1 [K : F]. By restricting 
consideration to the totally ramified extensions described in the next 
lemma we will be able to work with division algebras of any index d, 
including those with char(P) 1 d. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let FG K be fields with [K: F] =n < co, and let v be a 
valuation on F. Then, the following are equivalent: 
(i) v extends to a valuation w on K, such that K is totally ramified 
over F and there is a subgroup zz+f of K*IF* which maps via w isomorphically 
onto TK/TF. 
(ii) For some positive integers n,, . . . . n with n, . . . nk = n there exist 
t I, .-., tk E F* such that K= F(nlfi, . . . . nk P tk) and in rpJnr, the elements 
(n/n,)v(t,) + nr, are independent of order n,, 1 < i < k. 
The easy proof of the lemma is left to the reader. 
DEFINITION. When the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold we say that K is 
a totally ramified extension of F of radical type with respect o v (TRRT). 
Remark 4.2. Let (K, M’) be a TRRT extension of (F, v). The total 
ramification assures that u’ is the unique extension of v to K. Note also that 
if r is any intermediate group, T,c rs rK, then there is an intermediate 
field E, FG E c K, such that (with respect to wIE) rE= r, K/E is TRRT 
and E/F is TRRT. For, if group z! E K*/F* maps isomorphically onto 
wk let a be the inverse image of r/r, in &, and let 
E = F( {b E K* 1 bF* E g} ). Then rE = r, g maps isomorphically onto 
rE/rF, and the image of d in K*IE * maps isomorphically onto rK/rE. 
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Recall from [S, p. 64, Th. 31 that if (F, u) is a Henselian valued field and 
K is any totally ramified extension field of F with char(F)] [K: F] < co, 
then K/F is TRRT. 
DEFINITION. A division algebra DE 9(F) with valuation u is said to be 
nicely semiramtj?ed (abbreviated: NSR) if D has a maximal subfield L 
which is inertial over F, and another maximal subfield K which is totally 
ramified of radical type over F with respect to u(~. (Then, by the 
fundamental inequality (1.1) D is in fact semiramified with ij = E and 
To = rK; also 19~ is an isomorphism.) 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let (F, u) be a valued field. Let (L,, w,) 1 < i < k be iner- 
tial cyclic Galois extensions of (F, v) with [L, : F] = n, and %(L,/F) = (o,). 
Assume that [G. ... .z:F]=n,...n,. Let n=n,...n,. Suppose there 
are t,, . . . . tk E F* with t;lnl, . . . . tilnk mapping to independent elements of 
FFlnF, of orders n, , ,.., nk. (This holds, for example, if u( t,), . . . . u( tk) are 
part of a base of r,.) Let 
D=(L,IE al, t,)@,... @,(L,/F, ok, fk). 
Then D is a division algebra, u extends to a valuation on D, and (D, u) is 
nicely semiramified, with D = q. . . . .z and Fn = ( { (l/n,)u(t,)} ) + F,. 
Also, after identifying g(Z(D)/F) with (a,) x ... x (ok), B,(V(“‘&))= 
(id, . . . . o,, . . . . id). 
Proof: It was shown in [JW, Cor. 2.91 that D is a valued division 
algebra and b and TD are as stated. To see that D is nicely semiramified, 
note first that L:=L,@,... OF L, is a maximal subfield of D which is 
inertial over F. Also, take X, E (L,/F, e,, t,) such that xnl= t,. Then D con- 
tains the field F(x,) OF .. . OF F(xk) % F(“l&, . . . . nk&), which is TRRT 
over F. Thus, D is NSR, and the formula for 8, is clear. 0, is visibly an 
isomorphism. 1 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 requires a couple of results from Section 5 
below. We give the proof here, so as not to disrupt the development of 
Section 5. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (F, u) be a Henselian valued field, and let DE 9(F). 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) D is nicely semiramified. 
(ii) D is split by some inertial extension field of F, and also by a field 
which is totally ramified of radical type ouer F. 
(iii) D is of the form described in Example 4.3. (In particular, D is 
isomorphic to a tensor product of cyclic NSR algebras.) 
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ProofI (iii) = (ii) This was shown for Example 4.3, as every maximal 
subfield is a splitting field. 
(ii)*(i) Let M be a TRRT extension field of F which splits D. 
Corollary 5.13 below will give To E rM, so there is, as remarked above, a 
field K with FG Kc M, KjF TRRT, and f, = To. By Corollary 5.13 again, 
K is a maximal subfield of D. Since D has an inertial splitting field Proposi- 
tion 5.1 shows that D has a maximal subfield which is inertial over F. Thus, 
D is nicely semiramified. 
(i) 9 (iii) Suppose D is NSR. Let Z be an inertial maximal subfield 
of D and let K be a maximal subfield of D which is TRRT over F. As 
noted above, 4 = Z, which is abelian Galois over F, To = rK, and BD is 
an isomorphism. For (I E K, let t?(a) = u(a) + rFE JIK/rF. Write K = 
F&6, . . . . nk&), where the t,e F*, each 17(“,$,) has order n, in l-,/T,, 
and the I?(“‘&) together form a base of rK/rF. We will prove by 
induction on k that 
where the L, are cyclic Galois inertial extensions of F, with [L, : F] = n,, 
?S(L,/F)= (o,), and [,. ... .G: F] =nl “‘nk. 
Suppose first that k= 1. That is, setting n =nr and t= t,, K= F(x), 
where x” = t E F* and rK/rF is cyclic of order n generated by V(x). Since 
Z is Galois over F, Z is Galois over F, and B(Z/F) 2 g(Z/F) z T,/T,; so 
Z is cyclic over F. Pick ~EY(Z/F) mapping to %,(17(x)) in 9(2/F), and 
pick y E D with ycy -I = a(c) for all c E Z. Then D z (Z/F, o, s), where 
as= y”eF*. We must still show we can replace s by t. Since 
%,(17(y)) = %,(17(x)) and BD is injective, o(y) = U(X) (mod r,). This yields 
u(s) = no( y) = no(x) = u(t) (mod nr,), i.e., s = ucnt for some U, c E F* with 
u(u) = 0. Then, by the identities for cyclic algebras in [R, pp. 260-2621, we 
have in B(F), 
(Z/F, (T, s) - (Z/E Q, u) OF (Z/F, 0, t). (4.5) 
Since (Z/F, 0, U) clearly contains as an order the cyclic Azumaya algebra 
(V,/V,, 0, U) over VF, Proposition 2.5 shows that the underlying division 
algebra I of (Z/F, CJ, U) is inertial. Hence, ZOF K is a division algebra by 
(1.4). On the other hand, K is a maximal subfield of both (Z/F, 0, s) z D 
and (Z/F, 0, t); since it splits both these algebras (4.5) shows that K splits 
I. Thus, Z must already be split; that is, D r (Z/F, 0, s) 2 (Z/F, g, t). This 
completes the case k = 1, since [Z : P = n = n, . 
Now suppose k> 1. Let P= F(“’ k t,, . . . . nk&). So K= P(“‘&) with 
rK/rp cyclic of order n, generated by u(“lfi) + rp. Let E= C,(P). The 
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field compositum P .Z is inertial over P and splits E = D,. as Z splits D. 
Also, K is a maximal subfield of E. Therefore, E is NSR by (ii) 3 (i) which 
was proved above. By the case k = 1, then, E 2 ( Y/P, oI, t ,) where Y is the 
inertial lift of E= Z(E) over P and u1 is a generator of 93( Y/P), which has 
order n I Since Y is an extension field of F, which is Henselian, Y must 
contain the inertial lift L, of Y over F. Also, L, /F is cyclic Galois since this -- 
is true for L,/F= Y/P. So g1 on Y restricts to an automorphism of order 
II, of L, with fixed field F. Thus, E contains an F-central subalgebra 
E, z (L,/F, (T,, tr) of dimension ?I: over F. Then, Dr E, OFE2, where 
E2 = C,(E,). Note that PG E, (as E, L E = C,(P)), and by dimension 
count P is a maximal subfield of E,. Also, the field compositum Z L, is 
inertial over F and splits E, since it splits both D and E,. Therefore, 
(ii) =E- (i) shows that E, is NSR. By induction, E, z OF=, (L,/F, CT,, t,), 
where the L, are cyclic Galois and inertial over F, with [L, : F] = 
[t, : F] = n,. This yields the desired decomposition of D g E, Ofi- E2. Note 
that L, OF ... OF Lk is a field, as it embeds in D. Since each L, is inertial 
over F, which is Henselian, this implies q@, . . @,z is a field 
isomorphic to the compositum L, . . .. .&. Hence, [&. . .. L, : F] = 
[L,:F]...[Z;:F]=n,...n,. 1 
Remarks 4.6. (a) The proof of (i)= (iii) shows more than was 
stated in Theorem 4.4: If DE 9(F) is NSR (F Henselian) and K = 
F(“‘&, . . . . nih) is any maximal subtield of D which is TRRT over F, 
then we proved 
D z 6, (L,,F, r~,, t,) 
r=l 
with L, inertial over F, [L, : F] = n,. That is, D decomposes “according 
to K.” Further, L, can be characterized as the inertial lift of 
~wb(~r~Jtl))Ij#i)), and cr, is the lift of O,(V(“‘&)) on 1,. Thus, the 
NSR division algebra D is completely determined by K, D, and 8,. 
(b) Tignol points out that the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are 
equivalent to the following: 
(iv) 4 is a field separable over P and if L is the inertial 
lift of D over F, [D] E Dec(L/F). 
Here Dec(L/F) is the subgroup of Br(L/F) of algebras which decompose 
into cyclic algebras “according to L” (cf. [Ti ,I). For, clearly (iii) j (iv). 
But if (iv) holds, then L is abelian Galois over F and a maximal subfield 
of D, as L splits D. The surjectivity of 19, with the fundamental inequality 
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imply Ir, : rFI = [L : F] and 8, is injective. Since [D] E Dec(L/F) for any 
decompostion L E L, OF . . . OF Lk with the L, cyclic Galois over F, 
If [L, : F] = n,, let K= F(“‘&, . . . . nk&), a maximal subfield of D. Since 
8, m.aps rK onto 93(D/P) the injectivity of 8, assures that K is TRRT over 
F. Thus, (iv) = (i). 
COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose (F, u) is a Henselian valued field and D E 9(F) 
is nicely semiramified with a splitting field K which is TRRT over F. Zf (E, w) 
is a Henselian field extension of (F, v) such that K. E is TRRT over E, then 
D, is nicely semiramtfied. 
(For example, E could be any inertial algebraic extension of F, or, more 
generally, any Henselian extension of F with T,n rK= rF; or, E could be 
any of the intermediate fields FG E c K described in Remark 4.2.) 
Proof If L is any inertial extension of F which splits D, then L . E is 
inertial over E and splits D,. Also, K. E is TRRT over E and splits D,. 
Thus, the theorem applies. 1 
Here is another way in which NSR algebras arise. The next proposition 
has been an ingredient in some important constructions-see the remarks 
at the end of Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let F be afield with a primitive pth root of unity CO (p 
prime), and let D = @ L = 1 A,(a,, b, ; F) E 9(F). Suppose D is semiram$ed 
with respect to some valuation o with p j char(D). Then D is nicely semi- 
ramified, and is a tensor product of NSR symbol algebras of index p. Also, 
D is a p-Kummer extension of i? 
Proof Because char(d) # p, d = Z(d) is separable over F and 0 # 1 in 
6. For any dE D*, write 2 for dF* E D*JF*. Let d be the subgroup of 
D*lF* generated by ii,,,, j,,, 11 <m < k}, where i,, j, are the standard 
generators of A,(a,, b,; F) E D. Then d is an armature of D as described 
in [TW, Section 21, i.e., an abelian group with IdI = [D : F] = pZk and 
D is generated as an F-vector space (and as F-algebra) by {cl FE &}. 
The valuation u induces a homomorphism 6: d + rD/rF given by 
? H v(c) + rF. Let $P = ker(i$ and note that 
IF = IM/lim(W a p*WD/r,l = pk~ (4.9) 
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Now, there is a (well-defined) nondegenerate symplectic pairing on d: 
B:dxd+pJF) given by (Z, a,- cdc-‘d-l 
(cf. [TW, Section 21). For any c”, ZE 2 we can choose representatives c,e 
with U(C)= o(e) =O; then me’)= ?PE-‘eP’ = 1 in the field 6, so 
B(c”, e”) = 1. That is, Y’ E 2’ := {a:~&lB(Z,&=l for all ZEP’}. Because 
the pairing is nondegenerate, ldpl .[P’) = l&l = p2k. Hence, the inequality 
in (4.9) must be an equality; so IYI = pk and c is surjective. 
Let c”r , . . . . 2, be any base of L as a Z/pi?-vector space, with the c, chosen 
so that u(c,) = 0. From the nondegeneracy of B we can find a,, . . . . ak E d 
such that B(c”,, &,J=o for all m and B(C,, a,)= B(&,, a,,)= 1 for all 
ni#n, i.e., (c’,, a,, . . . . ?,, ak} is a symplectic base of B on ~2. Let 
%- = (a,, . . . . ak) E A, and let K=F[X] :=F[{d(&X}]. Then K is a 
field since B is trivial on X, and [K : J’] < 1x1 = pk. Because X n Y = (1) 
and I XI = IrD/rFI, V(X) = T,/T,. Hence, K must be totally ramified over 
F with [K: F] = pk. Let L = F[U], which is a field since Y c dp’; then 
[L : F] < ldpl =pk. We claim L=D. For, if not there is by (1.7) a -- 
6 E rD/rF with id# 0,(S) E g(D/L). Choose k X with U(a) = 6. Then, for 
each m, 
B(a = tl,(S)(c,) T;;I -l = 1, 
hence B@, c”,) = 1. But also B@, &,J = 1, each m, as & X E X ‘. Hence, 
a= 1 as B is nondegenerate, contradicting &,($a)) #id. This proves the 
claim, which shows [L : F] = [L : F] = pk. Since D has maximal subfields 
L inertial over F and K totally ramified of radical type over F, D is NSR. 
Furthermore, from the symplectic base we have D ST @“,=, A,(r,, s,; F), 
where r,,, = c,,,~, s, =d,,,p~ F*. Each A,(r,, s,; F) is NSR since it has 
maximal subfields F(c,) G L and F(d,) c K. 1 
5. INERTIALLY SPLIT DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
For a field F, let G,-denote the absolute Galois group 9(F&F) of F, 
where Fsep is a separable closure of F. Witt proved in [Wi] that if (F, u) 
is a complete discretely valued field with perfect residue field, then 
Br(F) z Br(F)@X(GF), 
where x(GF) is the continuous character group of GF. This theorem has a 
nice homological proof, which is given in [Se,, Th. 2, p. 1861. Generalizing 
Serre’s argument, Scharlau gave in [Sch, Section 21 a corresponding 
homological description of Br(F,,/F), for any Henselian valued field F, 
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where F,, is the maximal unramilied extension of F. We will show here 
(Theorem 5.6) that the homological data have very natural interpretations 
in terms of the valuation theory of the underlying division algebras. The 
functorial properties of Galois cohomology then yield good functorial 
behavior for the corresponding division algebra invariants. 
We first describe the division algebras to which the homological treat- 
ment in this section applies. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let D E 9(F), where (F, u) is a Henselian valued field. Then, 
the following are equivalent. 
0) CD1 E BQ’,,IF); 
(ii) D has a maximal subfield which is inertial over F; 
(iii) Z(D) is separable (hence abelian Galois) over F, the map 8, of 
(1.6) is an isomorphism, and D is defectless over F. 
Proof: This is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 1.10. For, 
let K, 3, E, S, and L be as in that proof. Then L is a subfield of D which 
is inertial over F, and we saw that: rDL = A where A/TF= ker(B,), z = K, 
and D,@, F,, is a division algebra. Thus, F,,‘,r splits D iff L splits D, show- 
ing (i) o (ii). Now, L splits D iff z = 1, TDr = rL, and D, is defectless - 
over L. Consider each of these conditions in turn. Observe that D, =L 
(i.e., K=E) iff Z(D)=,!?, i.e., Z(D) is separable over E Whenever this 
occurs Z(D) is actually abelian Galois over F by Proposition 1.7. Also, 
T,JTL = A/T,= ker(0,). So, rDL= rL iff BD is injective, hence an 
isomorphism by (1.7). Finally, in the tower FE S& L c D, E D, E D, each 
term is defectless over the preceding one, except possibly D, over L. 
(Lemma 1.8(a) and (b) show D/D, and Ds/D, are defectless.) Hence, 
D, is defectless over L iff D is defectless over F. Thus, combining these 
observations we have (ii) o (iii). 1 
DEFINITION. We call a division algebra D inertially split if it satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 5.1. 
We now begin the homological analysis, following [Sch]. Nothing more 
than the most basic Galois cohomology will be used, for which ample 
background can be found in [CF, Ch. IV, V] or [Se,]. We fix a Henselian 
valued field (F, u). Let A be the divisible hull of Tfi-, so A N TF@+ Q. Let 
G = Y(F,,/F) 2 G,, a protinite group. Let U = UFnr, the group of cl-units of 
F,,,. Since rF,, = Tf (on which G acts trivially), we have a short exact 
sequence of discrete G-modules: 
14 UtF,*,_L,rp-O. (5.2) 
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This yields, as part of the long exact sequence of (continuous) cohomology 
groups 
... + H’(G, r,) --f H2(G, U) + H2(G, F$) + H’(G, I-,) -+ . . . (5.3) 
To deal with the outer terms in this sequence we use the short exact 
sequence of trivial G-modules 
Since H’(G, A) = 0 for i > 1 (as A is uniquely n-divisible for each n), the 
cohomology sequence from this short exact sequence yields H’(G, r,) = 
coker( A -+ A/T,) = 0 and H’( G, f p) g H’( G, A/T,) = Hom,( G, A/T,), 
where Horn, denotes the continuous homomorphism group. Thus, (5.3) is 
transformed into the following short exact sequence, which will be the basic 
focus of our attention (cf. [Sch, 5.2.31): 
O- H2(G, U) - H2(G, F,*,) A Hom,(G, A/T,) - 0. (5.4) 
(Surjectivity of 7-1 will be shown below in (5.9)(ii).) 
In this exact sequence, H’(G, Fzr) z Br(F,,/F), and we will see below 
that H’(G, U)Z Br(F). When F is perfect and the valuation is discrete 
(rFg Z), A/T, E Q/Z. it is known that Br(F,,) = 0, and (5.4) is split exact 
since (5.2) is split exact; thus one recovers Witt’s theorem, as in [Se,, 
Ch. XII, Section 31. We now want to interpret (5.4) and especially the map 
7 for an arbitrary Henselian field. This does not seem to have been done 
before, even though (5.4) is not new. 
Remark 5.5. The map 7 in (5.4) can be computed as follows: Every 
element of H2(G, F,$) is the inflation of some element [f] E H’(G,, L*), 
where L is a finite degree Galois inertial extension of F and G, = %(L/F). 
Let f: G, x G, + L* be a 2-cocycle representing [f]. Define c(: G, -+ A/T, 
by 
0, 5)) 
> 
+ rF-, where n = IG,I. 
Then y(inf,,, _ G [f]) = ~10 p, where p: G --+ G, is the usual projection. This 
is a straightforward calculation from the standard description of the 
connecting homomorphism in group cohomology. 
We now identify H’(G, F$) with Br(F,,,/F) and H2(G, U) with its image 
in Br(F) (via the injections H2(G, U)+ H2(G, F&)-+&(F)). For any 
DEB with [D] ~llr(F,,/F) set h, =r[L)] ~Horn,(G, A/f,), where y is 
the map of (5.4); further, let x,: G/ker(h,) + im(h,) be the isomorphism 
induced by h,. 
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THEOREM 5.6. Let (F, v) be any Henselian valuedfield. Then, with G, U, 
and 7 as in (5.4), 
(a) H’(G, U) =ZBr(F)gBr(F), h w ere ZBr(F) is the inertial part of 
Br(F), as in (2.6) and (2.8). 
(b) Take any DE 9(F) with [D] E Br(Fn’,,/F). Then for ho = y[D] as 
above, im(h,) = Z-,/r,, F(ker(h,)) is the inertial lift of Z(B), and (after 
identifying G/ker(h,) with %(Z(D)/F)) gD = 0;‘) where 8,: To/rF+ 
S(Z(d)/F) is the map of (1.6) induced by conjugation. 
Before proving this theorem we recall the features of generalized crossed 
product algebras which will be needed in the proof. For further information 
on generalized crossed products (and proofs of the properties stated here), 
see [Tie], [J], or [KR]. 
Let A be a central simple algebra over a field K, and suppose K is Galois 
over a subfield F, let G = g(K/F). A generalized cocycle of A with respect 
to G is a pair of functions (a, f) where 01: G + Aut,(A) and f: G x G + A*, 
such that for all B, r, p E G, 
(i) a(u)lK= 0; 
(ii) a(a)ocr(r)=inn(f(o, r))oc1(0, r), where inn(f(a, t)) denotes 
conjugation by f (a, t); 
(iii) f(o, z)f(gz, P) = Cda)(f(o, p))l f(a, v). 
(c(, f) is said to be normalized if cI( idK) = idA and f (id,, a) = f (u, id,) = 1 
for all Q E G. Given a normalized generalized cocycle (~1, f) one forms the 
generalized crossed product (A, G, (CI, f )) as the free left A-module with 
base {x, 1 o E G}, which is made into a ring by the multiplication rule 
(C-G) . (dx,) = [Ma)(d) f(c 2)1x,, for all c, dc A, u’, z E G, 
(which is extended distributively to all of (A, G, (TV, f ))). With this opera- 
tion (A, G, (CI, f )) becomes a central simple F-algebra, with identity x,~, 
containing a copy of K as K. x,~ whose centralizer is A . x,~? A. Conver- 
sely, if S is any central simple F-algebra containing K, then one sees using 
the Skolem-Noether theorem that there is a normalized generalized crossed 
product (A, G, (a, f )) isomorphic to S, where A = C,(K). 
We will need the product theorem for generalized crossed products (cf. 
[Ti,, Th. 1.61 or [J, (1.15) J or [KY, Th. 31). This says that if (A, G, (a, f )) 
and (4 G (A g)) are generalized crossed products of K over F then, with 
respect to the obvious induced generalized cocycle (a@/?,f@ g) of 
A OK B, we have in Br(F), 
(A,G,(a,f))OF(B,G,(p,g))~(AORB,G,(aOB,fOg)). (5.7) 
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Proof of Theorem 5.6. (a) Every element of H2(G, U) is the inflation 
of some [f ] E H2(G0, V,), for some finite-degree inertial Galois extension 
L of F with GO = g(L/F). Let f: Go x Go + U, be a 2-cocycle representing 
[f 1. Then the image of the inflation inf,, _ G [f ] in l+(F) is the class of the 
crossed product algebra (L/F, G,, f ). This algebra contains the V,-order 
( V,/V,, G,, f) which is an Azumaya algebra over V, (cf. Example 2.4(i)). 
So [(L/F, GO, f )] E Z&(F) by Proposition 2.5. Thus, H2(G, U) c Z&(F). 
Using Azumaya’s isomorphism b: Br( VF) 2 Br(F) we saw earlier in (2.8) 
that Z&(F) g B(F). In the comments preceding Proposition 2.7 we 
described the generators of B(F) used by Azumaya in his proof that fl is 
surjective. Each of those generators evidently lies in the image of H’(G, U). 
Hence, H2( G, V) = Z&(F). 
(b) This argument is based on a construction shown us by Tignol, 
using the generalized crossed products of [T&l. 
Let D E 9(F) with [D] E Br(F”;,,/F). As noted in (5.1), Z(B) is abelian 
Galois over F and 6, is an isomorphism. Because Z(D) is separable over 
F, D contains an inertial lift Z of Z(B) over F, and Z is Galois over F as 
Z(d) is Galois over E Let H= g(Z/F), which we identify with Y(Z/lp). 
For each o E H pick (by Skolem-Noether) some t, E D* so that conjugation 
by t, induces G on Z. So, 
e,( u( t,) + r,) = u. (5.8) 
Define c$~: D, + D, to be conjugation by t,, and define g: H x H + 02 by 
g(o, r) = t,t,t;‘. Then it is easy to see that (4, g) is a generalized cocycle 
of D, with respect to H, as described above, and D is the generalized 
crossed product 
D z (Da H, (4, g)). 
We will decompose g, and use this to decompose D in a convenient way. 
Note that each g(a, r) E D,, so that u(g(a, t)) E Toz = r, by (1.8)(a). Let 
r, be the subgroup of I-, generated by all the v(g(o, z)). Then r,, is a free 
abelian group since it is finitely generated and torsion-free. Hence, there is 
a homomorphism CC: r, -+ F* such that u 0 a is the identity on r,,. Define 
c: H x H + F* by c((T, r) = a(u(g(a, r))). Then u(c(a, z)) = u(g(a, z)), and 
an easy computation shows c is a 2-cocycle. Now define u: H x H + U,, by 
u(a, T)= c(cr, 5))’ g(a, t); then (4, u) is a factor set. So (4, g) is decom- 
posed into a product (4, g) = (id, c) . (4, u). By (5.7) above, this yields a 
decomposition of D: 
D~:D~,H,(~,~))~(Z~,D,,H,(~~O~,~OU))-NO,Z, 
where N= (Z/F, H, c) and Z= (D,, H, (4, u)). 
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Now, D, is inertial over 2 from (5.l)(iii) since D, is inertially split and 
r,, = r, ; hence V,, is an Azumaya algebra over V,. Since each c$, 
restricts to an automorphism of V, and the values of u are units, we can 
form the “generalized crossed product” A := ( VDr, H, (4, u)) which is a V,- 
order in I. Note that A is a free V,-module, since this is true for V,, , and 
clearly A/M,A E (&, H, (4, U)) w ic is a central simple P-algebra. So A h’ h 
is an Azumaya algebra and [I] E Z&(F) = ker(y) by (2.5) and (a) above. 
Therefore, h, = h,, and Remark 5.5 shows how h, is computed from the 
factor set c: if [HI = n and p: G + H is the natural projection, then 
h, = h’ o p, where h’: H -+ A/T, is given by 
h’(a)= 
= iIJH Cc(t,)+u(t,)-o(t,,)l)+r, ( 
= I + rF= e;$g, 
by (5.8). That is, h’ = f3;‘. So, im(h,) = im(h’) = im(0; ‘) = rD/rF, and, as 
h’ is injective, ker(h,) = ker(p) = 3(F,,/Z), yielding F(ker(h,)) = Z. 
Finally, h, is clearly h’ = 0; i, completing the proof. 1 
- 
Remarks 5.9. (i) The G-epimorphism ye: U -+ F,,, * 3 Fsep * induces a 
map E: H’(G, U) --+ H’(G, z*) w ic coincides with the map H*(G, U) + h’ h 
Br(F) of (5.6)(a) when we identify H2(G, F,,,*) with Br(F). If char(F) = q 
then it is clear homologically that E is an isomorphism on the p-primary 
components for p # q, since the l-unit group U, = ker(q) is uniquely 
@-divisible, for each r (cf. [Sch, p. 2451). But if q # 0 we do not know a 
concise homological proof that E is an isomorphism on the q-primary 
component. 
(ii) The surjectivity of the y of (5.4) is now easy to see. For, given 
any h E Hom,(G, A/T,), ker(h) is an open (hence closed with finite index) 
subgroup of G. Then if Z= F(ker(h)), Z is inertial Galois over F, with 
?J(Z/F) = G/ker(h) g im(h) which is finite and abelian. Using Example 4.3 
we can construct a nicely semiramified division algebra N with ON the 
inverse of the isomorphism Y(Z/F) -+ im(h) induced by h. Then h = y [N] 
by Theorem 5.6(b) or easy direct calculation. 
Theorem 5.6 makes it easy to calculate Z(D) and TD for the underlying 
division algebra D of D, OFD2 if the D,E~(F) are inertially split. (For, 
h, = h,, + h,,.) It also applies to scalar field extensions, as follows: 
THEOREM 5.10. Let (F, D ) G (K, w ) he Henselian valued fields. Take an) 
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DE 3(F) with D inertiafly split. Let E = g(O,((r, n r,)jr,)) c Z(a) and 
A/T,= f3;‘(Y(Z(D)/(Z(b) n R))). Then, 
Z( DK) g R. E, r,,=n+r,sr,+r,, 
and the following diagram is commutative: 
cdrx. - (r, + rK)/rKA wu-, n 64 
HD& 4
i 
0’ z 
I 
y(Z(D,)lK) P k %(E/F) 
where 8’ is induced by 0o and p is restriction from Z(z) to E. 
Proof Retain the notation of Theorem 5.6, which will be used 
repeatedly. Let G’=%(K,,/K). Since F,,, KG K,, (cf. (1.9)) there is a 
homomorphism G’ + G given by restriction, which from the functorial 
properties of Galois cohomology yields the commutative diagram: 
(3.12) 
This determines ho, from h,. In (5.12) the kernel of G + A/T, + A,/T, is 
h; ‘( T,/T,) whose fixed field is 9( O,( ( To n T,)/T,)) = E. (We are iden- -- 
tifying G with %(F,,/F); likewise for G’.) Hence, S(ker(h,,)) = R-E. This 
FIG. 5.11. The diagram illustrates how to determine Z(K) and TDk as m Theorem 5.10, 
given the information Z(d), K. To, and f*. 
481 128’1-11 
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is Z(z). The image of G’ in G is Y(F,,,/(F,, n R)), whose image under h, 
is t!l;‘($(Z(D)/(Z(D)n K))). This yields the formula for rDK/fF. The 
diagram of the theorem arises by reformulating (5.12) in terms of BD and 
8,, instead of h, and h,,; it commutes because (5.12) commutes. i 
Theorem 5.10 applies whenever K is an algebraic extension of a 
Henselian field F. If K is inertial over F the theorem is a special case of 
Theorem 3.1. At the other extreme, when K is totally ramified over F, 
(5.10) yields the following: 
COROLLARY 5.13. Let (F, v) be a Henselian valued field, and let 
D E 9(F) be inertially split. Let K be any totally ramified algebraic extension 
of F. Then, 
(a) rDK= TD + rK and Z(z) E F(O,((r, n I’,)/r,)) E Z(B). 
(b) Suppose K splits D. Then To c f,. If, in addition K has a subfield 
K, 2 F with rKO = TD, then K, is a maximal subfield of D. 
Proof: (a) is immediate from Theorem 5.10 since i?= F, Suppose K 
splits D. Then rDK = rK, so (a) shows fD c r,. Any K,, E K is also totally 
ramified over F. If rK,,= To, then (a) shows rDKo= rKO. Then by (1.4) 
DK,,OK,, K is a division ring. Since K splits D, K, must already split D. 
However, as D is inertially split, 8, is injective, so, 
[K,:F]*=Ir,:r,l*=Ir,:r,l [Z@):F]<[D:F]. 
Hence, K,, must be a maximal subfield of D. 1 
Corollary 5.13 shows in particular that if D is inertially split, then any 
splitting field K of D with K totally ramified over F and char(F) j [K : F] 
contains a maximal subfield of D. (For K is totally ramified of radical type 
over F by [S, p. 641, so we can always find a KO as in (b) by (4.2).) This 
can also be seen by the argument given in the proof of [TA,, Theorem]. 
We have previously considered two special classes of inertially split 
division algebras, namely the inertial division algebras (in Section 2) and 
the nicely semiramitied ivision algebras (in Section 4). We now show that 
any inertially split division can be decomposed in Br(F) (noncanonically) 
into a product of algebras of these types, and show how the valuative 
structure of D is related to the components. 
DECOMPOSITION LEMMA 5.14. Let (F, v) be any Henselian valued field, 
and let D E 9(F) be inertially split. Then there exist I, NE 9(F) with I 
inertial over F and N nicely semiramzjiied, such that D - IoF N in Br(F). 
Proof As noted in (5.9)(ii) we can find a nicely semiramified NE 9(F) 
such that h,= h, in Hom,(G, A/T,). Let I be the underlying division 
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algebra of DO,NoP. Then h, = h, - h, = 0, so [I] E ker(y) = I&(F) by 
(5.6)(a); that is, I is inertial over F. Clearly, D - I@, N. (Alternatively, one 
can use the decomposition D - NOF I given in the proof of 
Theorem 5.6(b); one can check that this N is nicely semiramified.) [ 
For part (c) of the next theorem recall the definition of Tignol’s 
Dee group. Take FE L fields with L abelian Galois over F; say 
L z C, OF ... QF C, with each C, cyclic over F with G(C,/F) = (a,). 
Then Dec(L/F) is the subgroup of Br(L/F) of those algebras that “decom- 
pose according to L,” i.e, the classes of the algebras @ f= 1 (C,/F, (r,, a,) for 
all a,, . . . . ak E F*. (Tignol shows in [Ti,, Cor. 1.41 that Dec(L/F) is 
independent of the choice of the C, and the a,.) 
THEOREM 5.15. Let (F, v) he a Henselian valued field, and let 
D, I, NE 9(F) with I inertial over F, N nicely semiramified, and D - IQF N. 
Then, 
(a) Z(D) r N, DE r,, To = f,,,, index(D) = index(&). IrN : rE.I, 
8, = ON, and exp(D) = lcm(exp(l), exp(r,/r,)). 
(b) Take any field K algebraic over F. If K splits D (resp. K is a maxi- 
mal subfield of D), then R. m splits 4 (resp. R. m is a maximal subfield of 
6). Hence, if D is a crossed product then B is a crossed product. 
(c) D is nicely semiramified ijf f~ Dec(m/p). 
Proof. Since [I] E ker(y), h,=O so h, = h,. Hence, Theorem 5.6(b) 
shows Z(D) E Z(N) = n, 8, = 0,,,, and To = rN. Let Z be the inertial lift 
of m over F. Then Z is isomorphic to a maximal subfield of N, so Z 
splits N. Hence, D, - I,@, N, - I,. Note that GE Tz as the map 
Z&(F) -Br(F), [I] + [T], is functorial in F. Since ZgNzZ(D), 
Theorem 3.1 (or Lemma 1.8(a)) shows that 
Thus, the properties listed in (5.1 )(iii) show 
index(D)‘= [D : 1’1. ]r, : rFI = [D : Z(D)][Z(d) : F] ]r, : rF-( 
= index(7m)2 IrN : rF12. 
For the computation of exp(D), let D (I) denote the underlying division 
algebra of D Oc- ... OF D (i times), and let m = exp(r,/r,) (exponent of 
the abelian group fN/rF). Since im(h,) = r,,,/rF, m is the order of h, in 
Hom,(G, d/T,). If m 1 i then D”’ cannot be split, since h,,,, = ih, ~0. 
Suppose m I i. Then N(‘) is split since Theorem 4.4 shows N is a product of 
cyclic algebras each of index dividing m. So, for such i, D”’ - I(‘), and I”’ 
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splits iff P’j splits, as Z&(F) g Br(F). Hence, exp(D) = lcm(exp(T), m), 
completing the proof of (a). 
For (b), suppose K splits D. We may assume [K : F] < co. Since K splits 
D and Z splits N, K. Z splits both D and N, so it also splits I. Because the 
map Z&(F) + Br(F) is functorial in F, Z K =zTz; thus K.Z splits 1 But 
K. Zr R. Z g RV m. To see this, let L be the inertial lift of the separable 
closure of F in z. Since L and Z are both inertial over F, L . Z is inertial 
over F and L. Z 1 J?. Z. As R is purely inseparable over L while L . Z 
is separable over L, (1.4) shows that K. Z r KOL L . Z and K. Zz 
ROE L.ZrR.2, as asserted. Since R.m splits Tit splits Bz&. - 
Now suppose is a maximal subfield of D. Then Rc d and m g Z(D), 
so R. m E: D. Since we just saw R. m splits 6, it must be a maximal subfield 
of 6. If D is a crossed product, then D has a maximal subfield K Galois 
over F. Then R is normal over F by [E, p. 1073. Hence, R. fl is a maximal 
subfield of D normal over $r Z(D). By [Sa,, Lemma 31 this implies that 
d is a crossed product. 
To prove (c), first invoke Theorem 4.4 to write N z @F=, (L,/F, (T,, t,), 
as in Example 4.3; let n, = [L, : F] = [z : F]. Suppose 7~ Dec(N/F). 
Then, in Br(F), 7% @J= i (z/F, o,, &) for some h,, . . . . &e F*. If 6, is 
any inverse image of b, in V,, the isomorphism Z&(F) z Br(F) shows 
I- of=, (LJF, o,, b,) in Br(F). Hence, D- Of=, (LJF, (T,, &t,), which is 
NSR by Example 4.3, as u(b, t,) = v( t,). 
Suppose, conversely, that D is NSR. If K is a maximal subfield of 
D with K totally ramified over F, then T,/T,= rD/rF= rNIrF= 
CDT= 1WJX) >. S’ mce K may be chosen of radical type over F, there exist 
S,E F* with u(si) = o(t,) and K= F(nl&, . . . . nh,,,&). Then, as the proof of 
Theorem 4.4 shows, we may write D z @ :=, (E,/F, t,, s,) where each E, is 
inertial and cyclic Galois over F with ,J?, = 9( { O,(i?(T&)) 1 j # i}) and 
O,(u(niJ;;))~E=r,. Th ere are analogous formulas for the Z; and q arising 
from the decomposition of N. Since 0, = e,,,, z z c by an Pisomorphism 
taking ‘s; to ;S;. Hence, we have an F-isomorphism of inertial lifts E, % L, 
which takes z, to 0,. Thus, D z Q f= 1 (LJF, CJ,, s,), so that Z-D QF NoP - 
of=, (L,IF, a,, s,t,-’ 
-- 
). Therefore, in Br(F), f- @F= I (L,/F, a,, 3) E 
Dec(n/P), as desired. 1 
The process of passing from a division algebra 7 to the underlying 
division algebra D of ZQF N where Z is an inertial lift of 7 and N is NSR 
has been present in a number of past constructions. Here are some specific 
cases: 
Remarks 5.16. (a) Consider first the construction in [ART] of a 
division algebra of exponent 2 which is not isomorphic to a tensor product 
of quaternion algebras. There are two steps in the construction: 
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(i) Find a 2-Kummer extension of fields L/F (char(F) # 2) and a 
B E 9(F) with exp( B) = 2, [B] E Br( L/F) but [B] t$ Dec( L/F). 
(ii) Build a “generic” division algebra D with exp(D) = 2 such that D 
cannot be a tensor product of quaternion algebras because [B] $ Dec(L/F). 
The first of these steps is reduced to a delicate arithmetic problem 
involving norm groups for subextensions of the field extension L/F. The 
second (and easier) step is an illustration of Theorem 5.15(c). For, given B 
from step (i), let (F’, u) be a Henselian valued field with pz F and with 
rF. sufficiently large that [L : F] < lTF./2rF,1. This assures that we can 
find an NSR division algebra NE 9(F’) with N’r L. Let I be the inertial lift 
of B over F’, and let D be the underlying division algebra of Z@,,N. Since 
?7 2 L splits 7~ B, Theorem 5.15 shows exp(D) = 2, index(D) = index(N), 
d 2 mr L, and To = f N. If D were isomorphic to a tensor product of 
quaternion algebras, then Proposition 4.8 shows D would be NSR, hence 
B z JE Dec(L/F) by (5.15)(c), contradicting the choice of B. So, D is the 
desired counterexample. 
Similarly, if we take a p-Kummer field extension L/F with [L : F] = p’, 
where p is an odd prime, and if we can find B E a(F) with exp( B) = p and 
[B] E Br(L/F) - Dec(L/F), then the corresponding D constructed as in the 
preceding paragraph will be indecomposable of index p2 and exponent p. 
For, D is semiramified, just as above. If it were decomposable, 
D 2 A, OF! A,, then each A, must be a symbol algebra; this follows by 
Draxl’s decomposition theorem [D2, Th. 1) if A, is totally ramified over 
F’, and holds otherwise since A, must then have a maximal subfield E 
inertial over F’ and (as Es L) E must be cyclic Galois over F’. Thus, 
Proposition 4.8 can again be invoked, leading to the same contradiction 
as above. This is substantially the method of construction used by Tignol 
in [Ti,, Th. 21 to obtain an indecomposable algebra of index p2 and 
exponent p. 
(b) The actual constructions in [ART] and [Ti3] involved passage 
to rational function fields rather than to Henselian valued fields. This 
situation is covered by the following variation of Theorem 5.15: Begin 
with a field F and let L be an abelian Galois extension of F, 
say LrL,@, ... OF L, where each L, is cyclic Galois over F with 
g(L,/F)= (0,). Let F’ be the rational function field F(x,, . . . . x,), set 
Llf = L,@, F’, extend C, to CJ,’ which generates Y(L,‘/F’), and set 
L’ = L OF F’. To give F’ a valuation we view it as a subfield of the iterated 
Laurent power series field F” := F( (x,)) . . . ( (x~)). There is a standard 
valuation u: F”* --t Zk which is well-known to be Henselian. This u restricts 
to a (non-Henselian) valuation u on F’, with rFz = Z” and pz F. This u 
has a (unique and) inertial extension to L’ with Fz L. Now, set 
N= @F= I (L,‘/F’, a:, x,). By Example 4.3, NE C@(F’), u extends to a valua- 
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tion on N, and N is NSR with iV%L and Z,,,=(l/n,)Zx ... x(l/n,)B, 
where n, = [L, : F]. 
Take any BE 9(F) and form I := BOF F’ E 9(F’); note that u extends 
from F’ to Z so that I is inertial over F’ with 7~ B. This can be seen, e.g., 
by (1.4) or by noting that ZOFC F” r BOF F” E 9(F”), so the valuation on 
ZOFC F” restricts to a valuation on I. Let DE 9(F’) be the underlying 
division algebra of ZQFC N. We claim that 
For any B E 53(F) and any field L abelian Galois over F, 
the valuation u on F’ = F(x i, . . . . xk) extends to a valuation 
on D with DEB,. Furthermore, all the assertions of (5 17) 
’ Theorem 5.15 hold true for the D, Z, and N just defined 
over F’. 
The claim follows easily from Theorem 5.15 applied over F”, or by 
similar proofs, once we verify that index(D) = index(D,..). For this note 
that as L’ splits N and the map Br(L) + Br(L’) is index-preserving, 
index(D) < index( DLs) . [L’ : F’] 
= index(Z,.) . [L’ : F’] = index(B,) . [L : F]. 
But Theorem 5.15 applied to D,. w I,,, OF’. N,,, yields 
index(D) > index(D,..) = index(B,) . ITN : Z,l = index(B,) . [L : F]. 
Thus, equality holds. Hence D embeds in D,.,, and the valuation on D,.. 
restricts to a valuation on D extending u on F’. The claim then follows. 
(In the analogue to (5.15)(b) one may use any extension of u to K.) 
It is the D obtained as just described from a suitably chosen B that is 
used in the constructions in [ART] and [Ti,, Theorem 23. In these con- 
structions L splits B, so that index(D) = index(N) = [L : F] and D is a 
generic abelian crossed product for L/F in the sense of [AS]. (The struc- 
ture coefficients u,, for this generic abelian crossed product are obtained 
from a 2-cocycle representing [B] E H*(Y(L/F), L*).) Indeed, one can see 
from [Ti, , Section 21 that all the Amitsur-Saltman generic abelian crossed 
products are obtainable this way. Still another example of this passage 
from B to ZOF, N where TE B is Rowen’s process in [Ro,] of “attaching 
indeterminates” to certain parameters of cyclic algebras. His starting 
algebra is a cyclic algebra B, and his new algebra is D - ZOFs N where m 
is an abelian Galois extension field of F which is a subfield (not necessarily 
maximal) of B. 
As we have illustrated above, in working with the D arising from ZOF9 N 
it often does not matter whether F’ is a rational function field or a 
Henselian field. In either case there is a valuation on D, and (5.15) or 
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(5.17) applies. Furthermore, one has analogous information about the 
Galois subtields of D in either case. For, with D -IOF’ N where F’= 
Ox , , . . . . xk) and F” = F((i, )) . . . ((x~)) as above, if E 3 F’ is any subfield of 
D then EOF, F” is a subfield of D,., (since D,,, g D OF, F”); if E is Galois 
over F’ then EOF. F” is Galois over F” with the same group. Conversely, 
one can verify that if Kz F” is any subfield of D,. with char(F)1 [K : F”], 
then Kr EOFc F” for some subfield E of D; if KjF” is Galois then E can 
be chosen Galois over F’. 
(c) Another example of the division algebras D described by 
Theorem 5.15 is provided by the Malcev-Neumann algebras considered by 
Tignol and Amitsur in [TA,] (in the case of “nontrivial action”) and in 
[Tiz]. They begin with an abelian Galois field extension L/F, say 
G := S(L/F), and take any 2-cocycle f: G x G + L* and an epimorphism 
E: Zk -+ G. They use this to construct a Malcev-Neumann algebra 
D, = D(L, G, fo E) which is an iterated power series division algebra with 
the multiplication twisted by f: Set P= Z( D,). (P depends on E but not on 
5) There is a natural valuation on D, which restricts to a Henselian valua- 
tion on Z? With respect to this valuation of% L, To, = Zk, fz F, 
fp= ker(s), so D, is semiramified over i? Set N= D, (i.e., D, where f is the 
constant cocycle 1). It is easy to check that N is nicely semiramified, and 
Tignol shows in [Ti,, Th. 2.31 that for any 2-cocyclef, D,- Zr@p N, where 
I, is the inertial lift over fi of the division algebra B,.e 9(F) whose class 
[B,] E Br(L/F) corresponds to [f ] E H2(G, L*). 
Observe that for every 2-cocycle f, D, has the same value group and 
residue division algebra-B, does not appear inside D,-. Yet the finer struc- 
ture of D, depends on the choice off, as Tignol and Amitsur show in their 
analysis [TA, , Section 33 of the Kummer sublields of D,, and Tignol in his 
work [Ti2] on the cyclic and elementary abelian subtields of D,. Their 
results should carry over to an arbitrary inertially split division algebra 
over any Henselian valued field. 
(d) Part (b) of Theorem 5.15 generalizes [Sa, , Th. 21, with essen- 
tially the same proof. Saltman’s approach to constructing noncrossed 
products of index exceeding the exponent is as follows: Let B be a non- 
crossed product division algebra with center a field F, such as a generic 
division algebra of suitable size, and let L,, . . . . Lk be cyclic field extensions 
of F with L := L, OF ... OF Lk a field such that BOF L is a noncrossed 
product division algebra. Let F’ = F((x, )) . . . ( (xk)) (with its standard 
Henselian valuation), let Z= BOF F’ which is the inertial lift of B over F’, 
let N= @ !‘= 1 (L:/F, or, x,) (where L: = L, OF F’ and (T, is a generator of 
%(L:/F’)); so N is NSR over F’ with ng L, and let DE 2?(F’) be the 
underlying division algebra of ZOF. N. Then D is not a crossed product 
since d % B, is not a crossed product, but index(D) > exp(D) unless 
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[L, : F], . . . . [Lk : F], index(B) are pairwise relatively prime. Saltman builds 
up his example one indeterminate at a time, thus working with a discrete 
valuation at each stage. 
6. TAME DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
We now combine the information on inertially split division algebras 
obtained in Section 5 with the theory of totally ramified division algebras 
developed in [TW] to study arbitrary tame division algebras over a 
Henselian field. We first give the appropriate definition of tameness. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let (F, v) be a Henselian valued field with char(F) = q # 0. 
Then, for any D E 9(F), the following are equivalent: 
(i) The q-primary component of D is split by F,,,. 
(ii) D is defectless over F, Z(B) is separable over F, and q j Iker(6,)1, 
where 8, is the map of (1.6). 
Proof Write D = Do QF D,, where D, is the q-primary component of 
D. If (i) holds, then (ii) holds for D, by Proposition 5.1. But (ii) holds 
for D, by Draxl’s Ostrowski theorem (1.2). Then (ii) follows for D 
by Corollary 1.5. (Note that ker(fI,) r ker(8,,) x ker(BDu).) Conversely, 
suppose (ii) holds for D. Then (ii) holds for D,. But Iker(8,q)/ / [D, : F] by 
Draxl’s theorem. Hence tID4 must be injective. By (5.1) D, is split by FnF,,, 
proving (i). 1 
DEFINITION. If (F, v) is Henselian and D E 9(F), we say D is tame if 
char(F) = 0 or char(F) = q # 0 and the conditions of Lemma 6.1 hold for D. 
This definition of tame division algebras is not, the same as the one used 
in [JW], [Ti2], and [TW], where tame meant char(F)1 [D : F]. We feel 
that the less restrictive definition of tameness given here is preferable, since 
all the fundamental structural results which hold when char(F) j[D : F] 
carry over to all division algebras satisfying (6.1). Also, the class of valued 
division algebras considered by’ Ershov in [Eri] and by Platonov and 
Yanchevskii in [PY 1, Section 31 is precisely the tame class. 
Note that every tame division algebra DE 9(F) is defectless over F and 
Z(B) is separable (hence abelian Galois) over R (If char(F) = 0 this follows 
from Draxl’s Ostrowski theorem.) Note also from (6.1)(i) that the class of 
tame division algebras over a given Henselian field (F, v) maps to a 
subgroup of B(F). Furthermore, if (F, v) G (K, w) are Henselian fields, 
then for any tame D E g(F). D, is also tame. 
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DECOMPOSITION LEMMA 6.2. Let (F, v) be a Henselian field, and let 
D E 9(F) with D tame. Then there exist S, TE 9,(F) with S inertially split 
and T tame and totally ramified over F such that D - SQ, T in Br(F). 
Prooj: Since Dfiir is tame it is totally ramified over F,, with 
char(F) j [Dpnr : F,,]. Hence, by Draxl’s decomposition theorem [D2, 
Th. 11, 
D,r = 0 I;,,, C, 
r=l 
where each C, is a symbol algebra tame and totally ramified over F,,, and 
TDr.,IrF= @:=, (T,,/f,). Write C, z A,,(c,, d,; Fn;,,), with c,, d,E Fzr. Pick 
any a,, b, E F* with v(a,) = v(c,) and v(b,) = u(d,), and set B, = A,,,(a,, b,; F). 
(Note that 6,~ F* by Theorem 1.10 and hence O,E F* as F is Henselian.) 
Clearly B, OFF”, w C, in Br(F,,), so B,@, F,, 2 C,, and hence B, is a 
division algebra tame and totally ramified over F, with r,, = Tc,. Set 
T= QFB, 
I= 1 
which, e.g., by (1.4), is a division algebra tame and totally ramified over F. 
Then, TQF F,,, z DFnr. Let S be the underlying division algebra of 
DOF Top. Then D-SOFT in Br(F) and [S] E Br(F,,,/F) since 
D,r 2 T,r. I 
THEOREM 6.3. Let (F, v) be a Henselian valued field, and take any tame 
DEB. Let D- SaF T be any decomposition of D as in (6.2). Then 
Z(D) r F(O,((r, n T,)/r,)) G Z(s), rD = rs + rr, ker(8,) = rT/rF, and 
the diagram below is commutative. 
wrF - wrI; 
0.5 
I 
0D 
I 
%z(wn p m7m/n 
Remarks. (i) There is no canonical embedding of Z(B) in Z(S). 
Nonetheless, because Z(a) is abelian Galois over F, the image of Z(D) in 
Z(S) and the restriction map p are independent of the choice of 
F-monomorphism of Z(a) into Z(S@f. Remark 3.2. 
(ii) Note that the theorem shows that B. is fully determined by 8, 
and the condition that ker(8,) = rT/rF. 
Proof of Theorem. Since F,,, splits S, DFOr % Tpnr. But TFnr E TQF F,, by 
( 1.4); so, using ( 1. lo), ker( 0,) = rDFnJrF = TTFJTf = rT/rF. The rest of 
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the proof is by induction on 1 (r, n r,) : rFI. We will actually prove the 
commutativity of the diagram 
rs 1 rLl 
6s 
I 
00 
I (6.4) 
%mm p ~(amln 
where #D = 0,o rr, rt: I-, --t T,/T, the natural projection, and ds is defined 
likewise. Clearly, the commutativity of (6.4) is equivalent to the com- 
mutativity of the diagram in the theorem. If Ts n Tr= rF, then (1.4) shows 
that DESQ, T, r,=r,+r,, and drSQF TzS, SO Z(d)=Z(s). The 
commutativity of (6.4) is clear in this case, as SG D and the maps bs and 
dD are induced by conjugation by inverse images in S* and D*. 
NOW assume r,s I-, n rT. Choose a subfield K of T with [K: F] = p, 
a prime number, and rK E Ts n rT. The existence of such a K follows by 
the classification of F-subalgebras of T in [TW, Th. 3.81, or by more 
elementary arguments. Since Fc K E T, K is totally ramified over F. We 
have TK = C,(K) G T, so T, is totally ramified and tame over K; 
[S,] E Br(K,,,/K), as K,, = K. F,,,; and D, - S,OK TK. Since r,, = r, by 
Corollary 5.13 and rTK G Tr as T, G T, the theorem holds for D,, S,, T, 
over K by induction. 
Since T,/T,= ker(O,), rT= ker(4,) c To, and likewise rTx = ker(d,,). 
Note that T must be totally ramified over T,, since it is totally ramified 
over F; so Ir, : rrKl = [T : TK] = [K : F] = p. We show next that 
(i) r,=r,+r,, 
(ii) Z(D,) 3 Z(4). 
Note that (i) holds whenever TD = rDK, since then To = rDK + Tr = r,, + 
r,+r,= r,+ rT. In proving (i) and (ii) in general there are just two 
cases to consider, as [K : F] is prime: 
Case I. KC D. Then D, = C,(K) E D, and, as D and D, are defectless 
over F (as D is tame), [a : DK]. Ir, : rDkI = [D : DK] =p. If b=z, 
then Z(D,) = Z(d) (yielding (ii)), so that dD(TD) = 4D,(r,,) = bO(mK). 
Thus 
rD c rDr + ker(4,) = rDK + rT 
Then we must have equality throughout, and (i) holds. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that D #&. Then [D : K] = p and 
r, = r,,, which implies (i) as noted above. If Z(d) @ Z(D,), then 
Z(d) GL D,, so B = D, . Z(B) as [D : DK] = p. Then Z(z) G Z(D), as D 
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-- 
is a central extension of &. But, as #D, maps onto Y(Z(D,)/K) and 
rTh = ker(gl,,), 
1. [Z(D,) : F] = ITo : rDKl \r&, : rTkI 
= (fD : I-J IfT : fTKl = [Z(D) : F] .p. 
This shows we cannot have Z(D,) E Z(D), which is a contradiction. Hence 
Z(d) G Z(D,) which is (ii). 
Case II. K ~2 D (i.e., K is not F-isomorphic to a subfield of D). Then 
D OF K is a division ring, and D, = DQF Ks D. We have in this case 
CD, : 41. FDA : fD( = [D, : D] = p. Also 
[Z(o,) : F] = lrDK: r*.J = IrDk :rD( . If, : r,i. ir,: rTKl 
= IrLh : f,l . [Z(B) : F] .p > [Z(d) : F]. 
HenceD,#D,so [D,:D]=pandr,=r DK, yielding (i) as noted earlier. 
The inequality above shows Z(D,) C& Z(B), so Z(r,) YL D; hence 
D, = d. Z(D,). This says that D, is a central extension of 6, whence 
Z(D) G Z(D,). Thus, (i) and (ii) hold in Case II as well as Case I. 
It remains to verify the formula for Z(D) and the commutativity of (6.4). - 
We now have Z(S)2 Z(S,) zZ(&)zZ(D)?E (The first inclusion is 
given by Corollary 5.13; the second inclusion holds by induction.) Also, 
TS c rSK by Corollary 5.13, TS, E rDK by induction, and rDk c TD, since in 
Case I D, c D and in Case II we saw rDh = To. So, the following diagram 
makes sense: 
rs - r - Sk r Dh , TD 
45 
I 
h 
I 
h 
I 
40 
I 
%(Z(S)/F) - wGJ/n - w7m/~) - %-wm 
In this diagram the left square commutes as SC S, or S,C_ S (since 
[K : F] = p), the middle square commutes by induction, and the right 
square commutes as D,E D or D ED,. Thus, diagram (6.4) commutes, 
since it is the outer rectangle of this diagram. Diagram (6.4) also deter- 
mines Z(b). For since dS is surjective, i is injective, ker(4,) = rT, and (6.4) 
commutes, we have Z(D) = B(ker(p)) = 9(#,(r, n r,)). 1 
This theorem has some interesting corollaries, which we give after the 
next lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Suppose (F, v) c (K, M’) are Henselian valued fields, and 
D E 9(F) is tame. If To c rK, then D, is inertial. 
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Proof Suppose first that D is a symbol algebra, say D z A,,(r, s; F), 
with o a primitive nth root of unity. Then (l/n)o(r)~ r,cr,, so Y=UX” 
for some a, x E K* with IV(Q) = 0; likewise s = by” with w(b) = 0. Then, 
D@,KrA,(a.x”, by”;K)z&(a, b;K). 
Since A,(a, b; VK) is an Azumaya algebra over V, which is clearly an 
order of V, in A,(a, 6; K), (2.5) shows that D, is inertial. 
Now take an arbitrary tame D E 9(F) with To E fK, and decompose 
D N S@, T as in (6.2). By Theorem 6.3. T,,T,c T,, G rK. Now, T is 
isomorphic to a tensor product of symbol algebras by Draxl’s decom- 
position theorem [D2, Th. 11. Hence, by the case above T, is Brauer 
equivalent to a tensor product of inertial division algebras; so (2.5) shows 
TK is inertial. Turning to S, which is inertially split, we have SK is inertially 
split and by Corollary 5.13 rs,, E Ts + rK G rK. The properties listed in 
(5.l)(iii) together with r,, = r, show S, is an inertial division algebra. 
Consequently, D, - S,OK T, is inertial. 1 
COROLLARY 6.6. Suppose (F, u) G (K, w) are Henselian valued fields and 
D E 9(F) is tame. Then rDK E To + r,. 
Proof: Since D is tame D, is tame, and we can decompose 
D K~ SOK T as in (6.2). Then, 
where the first two equalities are by (6.3) and (1.10); the first inclusion 
follows from the proof of [TW, Prop. 4.51 as DFmr is tame and totally 
ramified over F,, and K,, is strictly Henselian; and the second inclusion is 
by (1.10). 
Let E be a totally ramified field extension of K with r, = rl, + rK. Then 
as T,,T,G rE, both (DK)E= D, and T, are inertial by the preceding 
lemma. Hence, as Z&(F) is a subgroup of Br(F), S, must be inertial. But, 
by Corollary 5.13 r, E f,, = rE. Therefore, Theorem 6.3 yields 
r,,=rs+rrErE=rD+rK. I 
COROLLARY 6.7. Suppose (F, u) is Henselian and D, , D, E 9(F) are 
tame. Let D be the underlying division algebra of D, QF D2. Then 
ro c To, + I-0,. 
ProoJ: Write D w SOF T as in (6.2) and let E be a totally ramified field 
extension of F with r, = r,, + f DZ. We have T,,,r - D,,r OF,, DIFnr. Hence, 
r, nr z br,, + rD,,nr c rD, + rDz = rE 
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by [TW, Ex. 4.4(i)] and (1.10). Lemma 6.5 shows D,E, DzE, and TE are 
inertial; hence S, is inertial. Arguing just as in the preceding proof we 
obtain To E ZD, + ZDz. 1 
COROLLARY 6.8. Suppose (F, u) is Henselian and Z, D E g(F) with Z 
inertial and D tame. Take D’ E g(F) with D’ -ZOF D. Then r,,, = To, 
Z(F) = Z(D), 8,,, = BD, and D - 7QF 4 in Br(Z(d)). 
Prooj Write D - SOF T as in (6.2), and let S’ be the underlying 
division algebra of ZOF S, which is inertially split. Since [Z] E ker(y), where 
1’ is the map of (5.4), Theorem 5.6 shows that Z(s’) = Z(S), Zs = Zs, and 
0s = 0,. Hence, by applying Theorem 6.3 to D - S OF T and D’ - S’ OF T 
we find To, = To, Z(D’) = Z(D), and Thor = tIo. 
To determine F we extend scalars. Let L be the inertial lift of Z(B) over - 
F. Theorem 3.1 shows Z(D,) z L, so by Corollary 2.11 D, g I, aL T, with 
I, inertial over L and T, totally ramified over L. Then DL- I,@, T,, 
where I, is the underlying division algebra of I, OL I,, which is inertial 
over L. Note that in B(E), 
- 
Now, by (1.4), 0;. gZ20L T, and x=?;; likewise, DLg:?;. Hence, in 
Br(L) = Br(Z(d)), 
where the outer isomorphisms are given by Theorem 3.1. i 
The theorem also gives information about the tensor powers of D. For 
DE 53(F) let Dck’ denote the underlying division algebra of the k-fold 
product h 0 F ‘.’ OFD. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Zf (F, v) is a Henselian field and D E g(F) is tame, and 
k is any natural number, then rD,k) = kr, + rF and Z(Dck’) = 9(8,(H)) c 
Z(D), where H is the k-torsion subgroup of rDlrF. 
ProoJ Decompose D - SQF T as in (6.2). Then Dtk’ - S’k’ OF Tck’. 
Now, S (k’ is inertially split, and Theorem 5.6 shows ZS(k) = krs + rF. Also, 
from the tensor decomposition of T into cyclic algebras, it is easy to see 
that T(“) is totally ramified over F and ZT(k)= kT,+ rF (cf. [TW, 
Ex. 4.4(ii)]). Thus, Theorem 6.3 yields 
rDlr, = r,,,, + rT,kl = k(r, + r,) + rF= kr, + r,. 
To compute Z(Dck’) we work first in g(Z(S)/F). Let h = OF’, where 
0,: Z,/Z,-+ ?J(Z(S)/P) is the isomorphism induced by conjugation; so 
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h = h”, in the notation of Theorem 5.6. Let h’ = k . h: %(Z(S)/F) + k(T,/T,). 
By Theorem 5.6 %(Z(S)/Z(sck’)) is the kernel of h’, and the map induced 
by h’ on g(Z(Sck))/F) is 0$,. Now, Theorem 6.3 says 
-- 
s(z(s’k))/z(D(k’)) = BS,k)((rdrF) n (r,w/r,)), 
so 
Y(Z(S)/Z(Dck’)) = h’-‘(k(T,/T,) n k(T,/I’,)) 
=h~‘({6ETs/fFIk6Ek(rT/rF)}. 
In particular, this group contains S(Z(s)/Z(D)) = h-‘((T,n T,)/T,); so, 
Z(D(k)) E Z(D). 
Let p: %(Z(S)/F) + Y(Z(D)/F) be the restriction map. Since h-i = 8, 
and p 0 0, = 8, on T,/T, by (6.3) we have 
Y(z(a)/z(D(k))) = p(?qZ(S)/Z(D(k’))) 
= t’,( { 6 E rs/rFI k6 E k(r,lr,)) ). 
This groups coincides with 8,(H) since rT/rF = ker(8,) and Ts + Tr= 
fD. The proposition follows by Galois theory. 1 
The proposition yields a new proof of a result of Platonov and 
YanchevskiI [PY,, (3.19)]: 
COROLLARY 6.10. If (F, u) is a Henselian field and D E 9(F) is tame, 
then the exponent of rD/rF (as a finite abelian group) divides exp(D). 
Proof Let k = exp(D). Then Dck) = F, so by the proposition 
kr, + l-, = rgw = I-,, i.e., k(T,/f F) = (0). Thus, exp( T,/T,) I k. h 
We will see in Example 7.5 below that Corollary 6.10 fails without the 
assumption that D is tame. 
7. EXAMPLES 
This final section contains some illustrative examples, and a few related 
results whose proofs are not included due to their length. 
One might hope to generalize the 10 N decomposition of an inertially 
split division algebra to a decomposition of a tame division algebra D as 
D - I@, E, where I is inertial and i? is a field. When D has such a decom- 
position (assuming D E C??(F), F Henselian), Corollary 6.8 shows To = Ts, 
Z(D) = I?, and D = r,. However, (6.8) also shows that D admits such an 
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10 E decomposition iff [a] E im(Br(F) + Er(Z(D))). We now show that 
this does not always hold. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. A tame division algebra D E 9(F) with F Henselian, such 
that B $ im(Br(F) + Br(Z(D))). 
Let p be a prime number, and let k be a field containing a primitive 
p*-root of unity o but no primitive p3-root of unity. Let K= k( (s))( (t)), 
the iterated Laurent power series field, and let F= K((x))((y)), with 
the usual Henselian valuation v: F* -+ Z*. (That is, v(C, c, c,x’~) = 
inf{(kj)Ic,fO}, where Z* has the right-to-left lexicographical ordering, 
i.e., (i,j)<(i’,j’) iffj<j’ or bothj=j’ and i<i’.) Let p=wp and let D 
be the underlying division algebra of 
So, D-S@,T, where S=A,(s,x;F)@.A,(t,y;F) and T=A,(x,y;F). 
Note that S is a NSR division algebra by Example 4.3, with 
S= K(pZ&, p’fi) and Ts= (l/p*)E x (l/p*)Z. Also, by [JW, (2.6)] or by 
easy direct calculation T is a division algebra tame and totally ramified 
over F with fT= (l/p)?? x (l/p)Z. Theorem 6.3 shows that Z(d) r 
K(PJ, p,,&). Let Z= F(p&, pfi), which is the inertial lift of Z(D) over 
F. Then, from the identities for symbol algebras in [MI, pp. 1461481, we 
have 
D z - A,(“&, -T Z) Oz AJPfi, Y; Z) Oz Apt-c Y; Z) 
N A,(“fi, p&; Z) Oz A,(x p\/;, I,/~& -0. 
Here A&x p,,h, yIpA; Z) . is a division algebra totally ramified over Z 
by [JW, (2.6)]. Also, I:= A,(“&, p,,&; Z) is the inertial lift of 
AJP&, p,,h; 2) h’ h w ic is a division algebra, again by [JW, (2.6)] using 
the standard valuation on Z = k((P&))( (p,/‘?)). Thus, by (3.1) as 
ZzZ(a), and (1.4) 
It remains to see that [a] $im(Br(F) + B(Z)). For this we use the 
standard Henselian valuation w on K= k((s))((t)) = F, with fK = E x Z 
and R= k. Let L = K,, (with respect to w), and L’ = L(P,,&, P&). With 
respect o the unique extension of w to L, L is Henselian and L is separably 
closed, so the machinery of [TW, Section 41 applies to division algebras 
over L. 
Suppose there is an EEL with EBK K(p,,&, p&)-D. Then [EL] 
maps to CD,,] in Br(L’). Let T= E,. Since T is p-primary, hence tame, T 
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must be totally ramified over L, say of index n, where n = pr, r > 1. Then 
fr= (l/n)Z x (l/n)& since the invariant factors of T,/T, occur with 
even multiplicity (cf. (1.10)(a)) and as an abelian group Tr has 
rank = rank(r,) = 2. Because a tame division algebra over L is determined 
up to isomorphism by its value group and its canonical pairing [TW, 
Prop. 4.21, Tg A&s, t; L), where rl is some primitive nth root of unity. 
Then TLz g A,+(“&, p,/‘?; L’). Since T,, g (D),., which is nonsplit, r > 2 
and 
Thus p2 = p’-‘, i.e., n = p3. Since E is p-primary and T = E,+ 
Theorem 1.10 shows that P,E K, where Z=exp(r,/r,) = p3. This con- 
tradicts the hypothesis on roots of unity in k, proving [D] $ im(Br(F)). 
Remark 7.2. The absence of roots of unity is the only obstruction to 
[D] lying in im(Br(F)). Indeed, for any Henselian field F and any tame 
D Ed, [D] E im(Br(F) + Br(Z(d))) w h enever F contains a primitive 
[exp(T,/r,)12-root of unity. The proof of this is given in [W’]. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. A tame division algebra D E 9(F) with F Henselian, such 
that D has no subalgebra T totally ramified over F with T,/T,= ker(8,); 
further, different possibilities for D, occur for different otally ramified field 
extensions K of F with the same rK. 
Let F= k((x))((y)), where k is a field containing a primitive p2-root of 
unity 0, for some prime p; let p = w P. Let u be the standard Henselian 
valuationonFwith~,=~xZ,u(x)=(l,O),v(y)=(O,l),and~=k.Take 
any a E k* - k*p, and set D = A,(axP, y; F). Then Dcp)w A,(a, y; F) (in the 
notation of (6.9)). But A,(a, y; F) is an NSR division algebra by 
Example 4.3. Since Dfp’ is nonsplit, exp(D) = p2, so D must be a division 
algebra. Then To 2 (l/p)Z x (l/p2)Z and Dz~(~&), and the fundamen- 
tal inequality shows these inclusions are equalities; further ker(0,) = 
(l/p)Z x (l/p)Z. (This can also be seen by noting that D IV N’@. T’, 
where N’= A,(a, y; F), a nicely semiramilied division algebra, and 
T’ = A,(x, y; F) which is a division algebra totally ramified over F.) Since 
exp(D)= index(D), D is indecomposable; hence D has no subalgebra 
TE 9(F) of dimension p2, totally ramified or otherwise. 
If D contained such a subalgebra T, this would “explain” why F must 
contain a primitive pth root of unity, as Theorem 1.10(b) says. For, the 
canonical pairing on rr/rF (cf. [TW, Prop. 3.11) would force pp E i? We 
do not have a good explanation for (1.10)(b) in terms of valued division 
algebras. 
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Now, let K be a totally ramified field extension of F with 
rK= Z x (l/p)Z. Then K= F(pJ6y) by [S, p. 641, for some be F* with 
u(b) = 0. From the identities for symbol algebras, we have 
D K-IG3X.K 
where I is the underlying division algebra of A,(b, a; K), which is inertial 
over K, and N is the underlying division algebra of A,(a, p,/& K)O, 
A,(b, x; K). Then N is nicely semiramified by Theorem 4.4, since N is 
clearly split by F(p&, p&) and by F(pL&, p&). Thus zz 7, and 
Tax = I-,, by (5.15). However, there are different possibilities for N: 
Cuse 1. b#u’FeP for each i. Then [K(P&, p&) : K] = p2 and 
Example 4.3 shows N = A,,(a, pJby; K) OK A,(b, x; K), w z F(P&, P$), - 
and rN = (l/p)Z x (l/p*)Z. Since ,&’ clearly splits z D,r N, and 
index(D,) = p2. 
Case 2. b = a’cp, for some c E F*. Then N g A,(a, xl pJ6y; K), which 
is a NSR division algebra by Example 4.3, with mg F(p&) and f, 
generated by (i/p, l/p*) and rK. Also, TN- Ap((a”Pc)P, p&; F(p&)) 
which is split; so D,g m and D, is nicely semiramified over K with 
index p. 
This analysis shows also that D has no subfield T with T totally ramified 
over F and rTIrE; = ker(0,). For, any such T would contain a K with 
rK = L x (l/p)L, and T would be a maximal subfield of D,. Since KG D 
only Case 2 is possible, but then ker(8,) & To,, so T & D,, a 
contradiction. 
Remark 7.4. The preceding example shows that when K is totally 
ramified over F, one cannot predict Ton or Z(D,) just by knowing D and 
rK. So, there is no complete analogue for totally ramified scalar extensions 
to Theorem 3.1 for inertial extensions. Nonetheless, the following holds: 
Suppose (F, u) is a Henselian field and DE Q(F) is tame. Take any 
finite-degree field extension K 2 F with R separable over F, K defectless 
over F, and char(F) 1 II-, : rFI. Let E = F(f?,((r, n l-,)/r,)) E Z(D). 
Then E G Z(D,) and the following diagram is commutative, 
where 8’ is induced by BD. The proof is omitted. 
48, I28 I-I? 
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Our final example illustrates the pathology that can arise with non-tame 
division algebras. Corollary 6.7, which might seem perfectly general and 
almost self-evident, genuinely requires the assumption of tameness. 
Likewise the example shows that tameness is needed for Proposition 6.9 
and Corollary 6.10. 
EXAMPLE 7.5. A valued division algebra D E g(F) with exp(D) = 2 but 
To/f F z n/42. 
Let (F, u) be any valued field with fF= Z, char(F) = 0, char(F) = 2, 
with elements s, t E V, such that [F(&, ,,/?) : F] =4. Let rc be any 
uniformizing parameter of V,. Our example is the tensor product of 
quaternion algebras 
To see that D is a division algebra, we verify Albert’s criterion 
[A,, Th. 31: D is a division algebra iff there is no nontrivial solution to the 
equation: 
su2 + nb2 - smz = td2 + (1 + ir) e2 - t( 1 + x) f”, (7.6) 
with a, b, . . . . f~ F. For, suppose there were a nontrivial solution to (7.6). 
Then we could find such a solution with all of a, . . . . f E V, and one of them 
a unit. By reducing mod M, we obtain in F 
-- 
iii2 = t(d+f)2 + 2’. 
The assumption on p(&, <) ’ pl’ t rm tes Z=d+f=e=O. Write U=XU,, 
e = rre, , and d = f + ng with a,, e,, g E V,. By substituting back into (7.6), 
cancelling rr, then reducing mod M,, we find 
6’ + jc2 = $2. 
Hence b = C =I= 0, and d = 0 as d + f = 0. Because none of a, . . . . f is a unit 
we have a contradiction. Hence, D is a division algebra. 
Let F,, be a Henselization of (F, u). The argument just given applies over 
F,, to show that D, := D OF F,, is a division ring. Hence, v extends from Fh 
to D, and then restricts to a valuation on D. Let i,, j, be the standard 
generators of ((s, x)/F), and i,, j, those of (( 1, 1 + x)/F). Let 
p=i,(l+j,+j,)ED. Then p’=iz(l+j,-j,)(l+j,+j,)=2tj,. Since 
jf=7c, dj, ) = $. so that u(p)= $1(2) + a. Hence, @c_ To. Since 
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F(&, fi)=F(i,, i2) E D, the fundamental inequality forces To = $T; so 
rD/rF z Z/42, as claimed. 
Remark. Note that D has the maximal subfield F(p) 2 F(4~). 
Hence, if fl E F, D is a cyclic algebra. 
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